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that into an honor code...as opat a hotel , do some shopping,
posed to having an honor code
See SCHOLARS, Page 2
meet each other and bond
"What do we expect from dictate that foundation," Keith
each other?" was written on Love '13, who is active in the
a banner a group of students initiative , said.
placed on the floor in Pulver
Love compared the honor
Pavilion , Tuesday, Sept. 18. code to the hard alcohol ban
Student responses included , and doesn 't want it to be some"accountability," "intolerance thing that is placed on students
www.TheColbyEcho.com
of discriminatory language," without their consent. Instead ,
"no dorm dmg." and "a smile "the idea is to meet the adnow and then." Still others said ministration halfway with a
"sex and candy," "cats," and student response" about the
"quantam chromodynamics".
honor code. "If push comes to
Jane Allen '15 said that "I shove and it turns out that no
kind of really like that [people] one wants the honor code , then
are concerned about the rela- that 's just as valuable as a retionship between students and sponse ," Love said.
others students." Allen conHe and some peers have been
tributed "what you expect from looking at honor codes at other
ANNA THIN/THE COLBY ECHC
yourself to the banner.
colleges including Bowdoin , Students wetv invited to respond to the question. "What should we expect
Emily Severance '16 said Hamilton, Connecticut College f rom eachotlfer? " This wasintended to getstudentsthinking aboutthe code.
that she thinks banners like and Princeton. Love noted that it 's more powerful to make it been...very alienated in the
these are good. "I think people "each [institution] sort of lias sort of this constructed iden- community," Love said. He
should participate in stuff like a different way " of implement- tity instead of just this web of added that , "there 's been a
this ," she said , exp laining that ing its honor code , explaining policy and punitive action." pretty harsh response," but no
activities like the banner facil- that "at Colby it would have to He said that Colby also needs one has focused that response
itate "interpersonal wellness." be incorporated at...every lev- to "create that sense of owner- to make a change. "It 's just
The banner was an effort el" and not managed solely by ship right from the start" for an been like very disparate and 1
think an honor code gives, a
to begin a conversation about students or solely by faculty.
honor code to work.
Love stressed the need
"I think that this is a time very tangible sense of commu"what it means to he at Colby" and how that ideal could for the honor code to come at Colby when an honor code nity and...is something to hold
be transitioned into an honor from the student body. "Hav- could be something very valu- your peers to." Love said thai
code. The students involved in ing the honor code shouldn 't able because we 've had nu- "with the bicentennial coming
the effort don 't want the dis- be about the teeth...it should merous events at all levels up...I think that this would be
cussion "centered around an be about establishing a com- of the College, be it a trustee sort of a prime time to...eshonor code " but would like it to munity where that 's kind of a or a professor or a student or tablish that sense of what we
be about "what it means to be moot point....! do think that a group of students that have stand for as a group. "
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Discussing microaggressions

Students, staff
and f aculty talk
about interaction

So many students, faculty and
staff attended that the Pugh Center ran out of seating. The room
was set up with tables to facilitate
small group discussion. On each
By DAN SUNDERLAND
was a card with short scenarios
from real students around the
NEWS EDITOR
country, gathered as a part of a
The Pugh Community Board national project to combat micro(PCB) held a collaborative event aggression. These scenarios were
with the Faculty Lunch series on designed to act as a springboard
Tuesday. Sept. 18, for faculty, for discussion.
staff and students to discuss miThe topics included microagcroaggressions in the student ex- gressions based on race , socioperience at the College.
economic status and learning
disability.
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I This event was a forum for is in the class ' department. The
students to voice any concerns example he gave was that, if he
they mi ght have with micro- was taking a class in his major,
¦agressions in academia in an he would be more likely to cor•open and honest environment. rect the professor because he has
;PCB' s description of the event a larger stake in his relationship
•stated , "This event is the be- in this department. In contrast ,
'g inning of what we hope will if he was unlikely to take an•be a continued and consistent other class with that professor,
•effort to bridge the commu- he said that he would probably
¦nication gap between faculty, "write ofT' the incident.
Faculty and staff who at•staff and students. "

How can we
address these
issues on
an institutional
level?

tended were very interested in
being sensitive to student differences and responsive to their
needs. Professor of Russian Julie
de Sherbinin posed the question,
"How can we address these issues on an institutional level?"
In essence, the question is
how the institution would go
about educating faculty and
staff as to how to avoid these
conversations. While many
faculty and staff were present ,
de Sherbinin said that these
were likely those who were
most interested in the topic and
had the time to go to the event.
Preventing microagressions on
an institutional level would
ideally include all faculty and
staff, but how and when this
might be implemented has not
yet been determined.

Renewing Pugh Scholars

Alteon, Bradley
work to better
welcome students
From SCHOLARS, Page 1

tracts and biographies of those
on staff and in the program.
The planner also included
Pugh Center and campus-wide
resources and a day-by-day
calendar that includes events
from the Colby academic calendar and Pugh Center programming for the first half of
the semester.
A native of Brooklyn , NY
and a Posse Scholar, Alteon
explained the ability of this
program to fill a need with-

in , the population of ALANA
students on the Hill who are
not part of formal scholarship programs such as Posse and Ralph Bunche. With
those programs , "We have
that bonding start when we
get accepted to the program.
That 's six months Where we
get to know each other and be
friends before getting to campus. Students that do not have
that experience may not have
that built-in relationship, "
Alteon said. While the larger
scholarship programs tend
to focus on major cities and
urban areas, the Pugh Center
Scholars class of 2016 includes students from Maine,
California and some smaller
cities that are not formally
involved in bigger organiza-

Bicentennial events to begin soon

the year. "They 're talking about Julius Seelye Bixler (1942) and
Robert E.L. Strider (I960), on
the future."
Downtown Waterville joins Dec. 1.
On Dec. 6, Wendy Ewald, a
As the College's bicenten- the celebration on Oct. 20,
nial year begins, numerous when Railroad Square Cinema senior research associate at the
events will commemorate the hosts a viewing of the College's Center for International Studmilestone both on campus and bicentennial video, "In Their ies at Duke University and
Footsteps," along with stu- artist-in-residence at Amherst
across the country.
In October, esteemed his- dents ' film projects. On Water College, will lecture about her
torians , panel discussions and Street that evening, the. Hatha- collaborations abroad to create
special deals mark the momen- way Creative Center will hold vivid art projects for 40 years.
University of Chicago Emst
tous occasion. On Oct. 1, Marc a reception and faculty panel
Rothenberg, an agency histo- discussion titled "1813: The Freund Distinguished Service
Professor of Law and Ethics
rian at the National Science World, Waterville and Colby."
Foundation, will speak about
On Oct. 25, panelists As- Martha Nussbaum will address
the dichotomy between modem sistant Professor of American the College on Feb. 21 in Ostrove
scientific disciplines and the Studies and Women's, Gen- Auditorium. A woman of many
der and Sexual- interests, Nussnatural philosophy of the nineity Studies Lisa baum's publicaArellano, Dana tions are largely
teenth century.
Professor of Phi- on the subjects of
The following
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losophy Jill P. equality and soGibson Professor
Gordon , Gibson cial justice.
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Students , faculty and staff discuss the microaggressions on campus
Native Americans at the College professional cast. "We 're very
eager to have students involved
on Nov. 28 in the i'ugh Center.
Conducted by 1 ric Thomas, in these things," Adams said.
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mous symphonies vritten in the University and the Andrew W.
inaugural years 01 various Col- Mellon Foundation, will speak
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Permanent hard alcohol disciplinary
probation

Underage possession/consumption of
beer/wine

2

Disciplinary warning

Attempt to purchase alcohol with a false
ID.

5

Disciplinary warning

Operating under the influence (OUI)

1

Immediate suspension

Drug possession and/or use (marijuana)

2

Permanent disciplinary probation

Fire safety violation (discharging a fire
extinguisher)

1

Remains under investigation

Fire safety violation (pulled fire alarm)

1

Remains under investigation

College President David W. Oxtoby will follow him to the Hill in
April, but his focus is much more
science-driven.
A screening of independent
study projects by history majors
Stephanie Ruys de Perez * 14 and
Carter Stevens '13 independent
study projects will occur April 17
in the Robinson Room in Miller
Library. Katz Professor of History Raffael Scheck will lead the
final campus-wide bicentennial
event in a screening called "In
Their Footsteps: Colby, Napoleon and the Lion of Lucerne."
Away from Waterville, alumni events ' will
celebrate
the
College's bicentennial year with
visits from Adams and viewing
of the bicentennial documentary. The festivities
are highly anticipated among
alumni throughout the country.
Responding to
a rumor that the
College will host
a graduate from
the College as a
graduation speaker, Adams said,
"The group that
^ ve ' chosen both
ye
to speak and to Kceive honorary
degrees are all Qkby alums. We
thought that was appropriate."
After years of planning, the
entire administrator! is eager to
see the successif the College's
bicentennial etnts. "We're just
trying to raty the Colby community andoring people together
to egress pride at this important
loment," Adams said. "Not too
many educational institutions in
the country are 200 years old."

After years of
planning,
the entire
administration
is eager to
see the
success of
the College's
'Septennial
events.
*

Deans Office
Disciplinary Report^ v.

Underage possession/consumption of
hard alcohol

tions like Posse.
Although she will graduate
in January, Alteon hopes that
the program this year and in
the years to come will continue
to grow and make an impact.
A measure of the program's
success, she said, "will be the
number of students that at the
end of the year are still here,
in good academic standing and
happy to be at Colby...[so] they
feel they made the right decision and made good friendships." As for what everyone on
campus can do to help the firstyears make the transition, Alteon advises that the best way to
do it is "to get to know them,"
whether it's in class, in clubs,
walking around or through the
"Pledge to Pugh" movement
created by Tionna Hayes 'IS.
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Teaching multicultural leadership

IMPACT Colby
event stresses
social justice
By DAN SUNDERLAND
NEWS EDITOR

A group of students attended
the Innovative and Mindful
Participants Affecting Change
Throughout Colby (IMPACT
Colby) event on Saturday, Sept.
IS in order to develop leadership skills in the context of
multicultural and social justice.
The event was a day-long
series of talks and workshops , beginning with keynote
speaker Bryant Smith of Smith
Consulting and Networking.
According to its website, the
goal of Smith's company is to
"examine, interpret and improve relationships between

people , cultures and communities." Smith's keynote
speech outlined the difference
between being a leader and
a multicultural leader/ highlighting how these positions
can drive social change.
"He did such a great job
at opening my eyes to m u l t i culturalism ," Tionna Haynes
'14 said.
The event also included
workshops run by Associate
Dean of Students and Director of the Pugh Center Tashia
Bradley, Assistant Dean of
Students and Coordinator of
Multicultural Student Programs and Support Joe Atkins
and Director of Gender and
Sexual Diversity and Associate Director of the Pugh Center Andrea Breau. Workshop
topics included the imp lementation of ideas , organization , cooperation and engage-

ment techniques.
Another interesting feature of IMPACT Colby was
that student organizations
on campus had the opportunity to earn up to $250 in cosponsorship of a future event
from the Pugh Center for
each member who attended
IMPACT Colby.
Katie Curran '14 attended
IMPACT as a member of the
Colby Feminist Alliance. "The
day was an amazing opportunity to learn about my own style
of leadership and what action
I wanted to take in the Colby
community. The speakers made
us move beyond our comfort
zones to explore multiculturalism and how we could engage
more effectively with our respective groups and the broader
community," Curran said.
Shaquan Huntt '13 said that
IMPACT Colby allowed him

"to get to know other campus
organizations, and it provided
the space and opportunity to
network with one another for
future collaboration."
Haynes believed that more
students should have attended
this event. "What I took away
from [IMPACT Colby] was
that multiculturalism should
already be a given in a position of leadership because you
may be leading and-serving
a diverse group of people... "
she said. "In the future, I believe more student leaders will
be there , and not just leaders
of multicultural clubs/organizations. Colby is moving in a
direction that is striving for
unity through understanding
each others ' differences and
recognizing that we aren 't
all that different either....
.Hopefully, we will be ready
to IMPACT Colby for real. "

darker things in life." He explained that he has often been
criticized for comics in which
he has depicted tragic events
with humor that may seem out
of place to those who do not understand his style.
Kreider went on to read the
story of his Uncle Lee, who his
parents had said got mixed up
"with some bad people," when
in fact he actually was one of
the bad people. Kreider described the serious stories of
his uncle 's crimes such as a
murder plot and "12 counts of
attempted murder by arson,"
while adding a comedic element through his uncle's absurd denials of his crimes. In
one instance, Kreider said that
his uncle, Lawrence, assumed
the name Lorenzo von Kreider
to get away with a crime.
In the end, Kreider realized,
"The ways in which I am best
able to help people are silly and
impractical ones." He recognized
that there is nothing his humor
can do to eliminate seriousness
from the "sad reality" of things
such as his uncle's crimes and apparent mental instability.
Kreider explained why he
chose to read an essay about his
uncle, which contains much less
outright humor than some of his
other works. He said, "I read my
least funny essay for this series on

comedy because it illustrates how
my humor has evolved."
Having changed from the
comic writer who focused on
"bar room" humor to an older,
more serious writer, Kreider has
grown to respect the "judicious
and sparing use of humor" by
authors such as Cormac McCarthy, perhaps more so than outright jokes.
Kreider 's developing outlook
on comedy has helped him better understand his own use of

humor and to improve his essay
writing to the point where he
looks beyond humor to find the
core of a story.
Kreider left the audience with
the sentiment, "You often have
to go back in for the snakes before you've got what the story
is really about." Kreider now
maintains his natural sense of
humor in his works, while continually working to develop his
stories in the way they should
be told.
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news brief

Man climbs to roof of Pugh Center
On the night of Tuesday, Sept. 11 , a Massachusetts man
came onto the College campus , climbed to the top of the
Pugh Center and threatened to jump off.
According to The Kennebec Journal the Waterville Police
Department (WPD) responded to this incident and was able
to negotiate with the man, James Trainor. Sergeant Alden
Weigelt , trained in negotiation , spoke to Trainor throug h
a window on the third floor of the Pulver Pavilion. After
approximately two hours , Trainor agreed to come down
through that window.
WPD officers took Trainor into protective custody and
brought him to a hospital for evaluation.
Though Trainor claimed to be a former Colby student ,
Vice President of Communications Michael Kiser told The
Kennebec Journal that he was unable to confirm or deny
this assertion based on the College 's records.
— Dan Sunderland.News Editor

Kreider details cartooning career
By GRIFFIN METTO
NEWS STAFF

Tim Kreider spoke in Miller
Library on Tuesday, Sept. 18,
detailing his experiences as
a cartoonist and essayist, as
part of the College 's events
under the 2012-13 humanities
theme "Comedy, Seriously."
Kreider was born in Baltimore,
Md , where his cartoons were
published in Baltimore 's City
Paper from 1997-2009. He
has published "over a dozen
columns in The [New York]
Times," Professor of Eng lish
Jenny Finney Boylan said.
Kreider is also the author of
four books, including the recently published collection entitled We Learn Nothing.
Kreider said he was raised
by "Menonites , a pacifist
sect," which shielded him
from upsetting subjects such
as violence, often ignoring
that such things existed in the
world. He added , "For a long
time , humor was pretty much
the only thing I knew to deal
with anything upsetting."
The circumstances that led
to the formation of Kreider 's
sense of comedy often caused
him to make reference to sacred subjects such as family as
"absurd or corrupt" or to make
light of what he called "the
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A man climbed to the top of the Pugh Center on Tuesday. Sept. 11.
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Cartoonist Tim Kreiderdescribedhis brand of humor and how it developed.

Crossing f airy tales Traylor '15 receives CIEE honor

Guest speaker ored to have Wendy visit us," Mitchell Scholar
Singh said.
Donigercompares Singh shared that it was her wins study abroad
dream to bring Doni ger to the
women in stories College , as Singh sees Doni- opportunity
ger as "the foremost scholar
By SAVANNAHJUDGE
NEWS STAFF

On Wednesday, Sept. 12,
students , faculty and members
of the community gathered in
Ostrove Auditorium to hear
University of Chicago Professor Wendy Doniger give
a lecture titled "Comic Folktales about Clever Women and
Magic Ring."
The lecture , made possible through the CompagnaSennett Religious Studies
endowment , was part of this
year 's humanities theme ,
"Comedy, Seriously." The
annual humanities theme fosters interdisciplinary discussion across campus and represents a trademark of liberal
arts education.
Chair and Crawford Family
Professor of Religion Nikky
Singh introduced Doniger
and her academic resume
Doniger holds two doctorates , one from Oxford and
one from Harvard , and is a
well-known scholar of comparative religion and Hinduism. She has written over
30 books and is particularl y
known for her translations.
"In our dangerously divided polarized world , Wendy's
scholarship is desperately
needed. Her intellectual pluralism creates platforms of
understanding. Her cross-cultural , cross-temporal insight
inspires a sense of shared
humanity. I' m proud and hon-

in Asian studies and interpretive mythology." Singh admires Doniger for her beautifully rare combination of
"intellectual brilliance and
personal warmth."
After an awe-inspiring
introduction , Doniger sat
down at a simple wooden
table , setting the stage for an
evening of storytelling and
comparative analysis.
Doniger 's focused on a particular plot that shows up in
stories from Hindu mythology
to Shakespeare 's As You Like
It. The shared plot element involves a man and woman who
have a child and , in order to
prove the man 's paternity, the
woman shows him the same
ring she was wearing when
they first met.
Doniger examined the comedic aspects of different variations of this story and encouraged the audience to "think of
[the stories] like a Lego set: it 's
the same pieces, but they 're arranged differently."
According to Singh , different versions of the same basic
story share themes like "identity, sexuality, fidelity: this basic narrative is global....Myths
are like food for the individual
and collective identity. "
Doniger 's lecture gave an
interesting introduction to
comparative religion through
comedy. The next installments of the "Comedy, Seriously " program can be found
at colby.edu/comedy.

By KYUE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

Spencer Traylor '15 , a
Maine native, had the opportunity to travel to the Middle
East this summer and study the
conflicts going on there. Traylor was chosen to go on this
trip and came upon this opportunity as a result of being a
Keybank Mitchell Scholar.
Former
Maine
Senator
George Mitchell, born and
raised in Waterville, started the
Mitchell Scholarship Program.
The program chooses one student from every public high
school in Maine, totaling to
about 130 students , and gives
them 56,000 over the four
years of college.
The program also provides
opportunities that support networking, such as the Mitchell
Institute Leadership Experience weekend and gala events,
as well as events that help
the students prepare for college. The scholarship program
tends to choose a lot of firstgeneration college students,
like Traylor, and then provides
them the support for adjusting
to college.
Traylor is also a Keybank
Mitchell Scholar , a program
that is even more exclusive,
because only one Mitchell
Scholar per Maine county is
chosen for this honor.
Traylor had the special opportunity to travel to the Middle East as a result of a new

partnership between the Mitchell Scholarship Program and
the Council on International
Education Exchange (CIEE)
Study Abroad program. CIEE
is based in Portland , Maine
and was looking for a way to
give back to the Maine community, ultimately deciding to
partner with the Mitchell Program to find two Maine students to send abroad.
This partnership suited the
Mitchell Program 's needs, as
they were looking for a way
to send their students abroad.
Mitchell was the senate majority leader and did extensive
work in ending the global conflicts . He was a major player in
leading peace talks in Northern Ireland and was the United
States Special Envoy for Middle East Peace.
Traylor and another Mitch-

ell Scholar, Amanda Hall of
Yale University, were chosen
as a result of an application
process open to all Mitchell
Scholars. Echoing the works
of Mitchell , Tray lor went
to the Middle East and Hall
went to Ireland. The two students were a part of a pilot
program , and as a result of
their positive experiences ,
the Mitchell Foundation is
looking to giving all Mitchell Scholars an opportunity
to go abroad.
Traylor was particularly interested in the Middle
East , as he is Middle Eastern
studies major, and he attended a program in high school
called "Seeds of Peace " that
brings 200 students from Israel , Palestine , Jordan and
the United States to a camp
in Maine to do normal camp

activities and also discuss
international issues. Traylor
was inspired by this event.
"It was my first introduction
to anything international ,"
he said.
Traylor spent 12 days in
the Middle East , based in
Jordan and visiting the city
of Amman there , as well as
Bethlehem and Jerusalem.
Traylor was able to study
Arab culture as well as a
variety of Middle Eastern
conflicts in the area , such as
those in Egypt , Syria , Iraq,
Israel and Palestine.
After the program, both
and
Hall
gave
Tray lor
speeches to everyone at
CIEE , the Mitchell Program
and Mitchell about their
positive experiences. Traylor
will continue to study these
conflicts at the College.

COURTESY OF CIEE

Spencer Traylor '15 described his experience at CIEE headquarters in August Senator George Mitchell looks on

South African Oak Fellowon adjusting to life on the Hill
By SARAH BARRESE
LOCAL NEWS EDITO R
Zandile Nhlengetwa had
never heard of the College
until a few months before
she arrived on the Hill as an
Oak fellow this fall.
"I was not aware there
was a college called Colby, "
Nhlengetwa said. "I was
not even aware there was
a state in the U.S. called
Maine. " Nhlengetwa found
out about the Oak Institute 's
a n n u a l fellowship program
for teaching and researching subjects relating to social justice when a colleague
urged her to apply.
Before arriving on the Hill ,
N h l e n g e t w a was the principal of the Ulusda School in
Kw-aZulu-Natal , South Africa. The school functions not
only as a learning institution
for children but also acts a
safe haven for adults. Nhlengetwa is also a passionate
human rights activist. Having been a victim of political
violence herself , she founded the Harambe Women 's
Forum as a network for widowed women in her unstable
home region.

At the College , Nhlengetwa is now teaching a class
called "Human Rights in
Global Perspective ," a onecredit class listed as "an examination of the struggle for
peace and justice in South
Africa with close attention
to the violence that kills
many young men and the
patriarchy that subjugates
young women " in the College 's coursebook. It convenes every Wednesday in
conjunction with a weekly
practicum taught by Assistant Professor of Environm e n t a l Studies Gail Carlson
in which students execute
civic engagement projects
of their own design.
Nhlengetwa also spends
time gathering research from
American teaching institutions to consider their implementation in South Africa.
"I hope to take [my observations] home and c o n t e x t u a l ize them for our community,"
Nhlengetwa said.
Though Nhlengetwa has
faced life-threatening situations in her home country,
she "is known in her community for her ability to bring
calm and stability to potentially volatile situations ," according to the Oak Institute

blog. As a widow exposed
to violence on a daily basis , Nhlengetwa has worked
avidly to alleviate tension
and promote education. She
firmly believes that a child
receiving an education is less
likely to become involved in
local gangs or militias. Nhlengetwa also hopes to see an
increase in gender equality
in her native KwaZulu-Natal
and that , through education ,
girls will be allowed the opportunity to seek out alternatives to premature marriages.
"Part of the Oak Fellowship was for me to move away
from such a volatile situation
that was putting my life and
my family and other people 's
lives in danger," Nhlengetwa said. "It was...kind of a
respite so that I could have
some time to reflect on the
work that I' m doing and be
able to connect with others
so I could maybe learn about
different approaches [to] enhancing what I' m doing on
the ground."
The differences between
her situation at the College
and her home in South Africa are abundant. For the
firs t time in her life , Nhlengetwa lives in a twostory house and has access
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"
Originall
cameto the Hillas an Oak Fellowto teach "HumanRightsin Global Perspective.
y f r o mSouthAfrica, Nhlengetwa

to a washing machine in her
home.
More importantly,
according to Nhlengetwa ,
the academic resources are
o v e r w h e l m i n g . "I tell my
colleagues how I' m s i t t i n g
here next to a big computer.
And every student here has
a computer—something you
don 't see in South Africa, "
she said.
Despite the culture shock ,
Nhlengetwa appreciates the
Oak Institute 's efforts to
"make [her] life and stay

more comfortable." Professors , students and College
staff have done everything in
their power to extend a helping hand. "When you move
away from your comfort zone
you actually feel quite vulnerable ," Nhlengetwa said.
"But the system that was set
has really given me a sense
of stability. "
N h l e n g e t w a 's f e l l o w s h i p
ends w i t h the Fall semester , but she is eager to carry her experiences home

to her c o m m u n i t y . "I t h i n k
one t h i n g that has been
o u t s t a n d i n g that I' ve seen
here is the level of comm i t m e n t to human ri g h t s
issues ," she said w h i l e describing her favorite aspects of the f e l l o w s h i p.
However short her t i m e
here , N h l e n g e t w a feels she
has tapped into the College 's character and appreciates "the w a r m t h and t h e
w i l l i n g n e s s of people to
connect with you. "

First-yearlongboards from Maine to N.Y.for a cause
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Johnson s' trip took him f r o m Maine to N.Y. in eight days.

have to work too hard to impress his fellow first-years.
For the past two years ,
Johnson and his friends ,
Connor Reeves and Jake

By JULIANNA HAUBNER
A&E EDITOR
Ethan Johnson *16 doesn 't
-

-
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While there were some
mile trip—in four days. The
trip was a huge success and along the way who didn 't
had deep personal impact on understand what they were
all three. The boys decid- doing— "a cop called us 'ided to do it again after their iots ' and tried to give us a
high school graduation this court summons in Connectisummer, this time from Old cut ," Johnson laughed—the
Orchard Beach , Maine to boys met many people who
excited , expressed
New York City, a 312-mile were
support for and
route. To alfelt touched by
leviate
their
the Boarding for
parents ' wot?,,
Boobies
misries , the group
sion. A shop in
first took a
Long Island even
road trip with
provided
the
a
car—they
group with new
agreed to stay
wheels. Johnson
away
from
exp lained
that
four-lane
his favorite parts
h ig h w a y s —
of the trips were
to seek out
"all the connecany potential
tions we made
danger and to
with people we
get a general
"
never thought we
sense of what
EthanJohnson'16 would.
People
they were up
who stop and talk
against. Even
and you stay in
after they recontact and they
turned
and
always
support
gained
their
parents
approval , John- you and check in every year
son joked , "They probably and then tell other people. "
Since the project 's start ,
thought we weren 't going to
Johnson and his friends have
make it. "
Though they looked for- raised over $8 ,000 for the
ward to the fun of long- Susan G. Komen foundation ,
;
:
1—
r—3—'¦
boarding with their best with the help of friends ,
friends for a week , the group family and local businesses.
kept their cause and goal at "A lot of what we do for
the forefront of their minds. family and friends is order
"We would have a sched- bracelets that say 'Boarding
ule of what town we need- for Boobies ' and the year
ed to be in on each day, " on them. If you donate five
Johnson said. "If we didn 't dollars , you get one , which
make it , we didn 't have a works out great for kids who
bed. " The boys were dili- don 't have a job or a checkgent about taking breaks and book ," Johnson said. He also
expected to travel no less said that small businesses in
than 30 miles a day; at one the area also got involved ,
point they rode 50 and were one donating $700 and anon their boards for 12 hours other $800 to the cause.
Although the school year
straight. The hard work ,
however, was worth it when has just started , Johnson ,
who
is on the football team
the group arrived at each
destination
with
enough and plans to be an environtime to get dinner and look mental policy major , has alaround the area.
ready started p lanning phase
The t h i n g that really set three of Boarding for Boothe 2011 and 2012 tri ps bies with his friends. "We
apart? Distance , Johnson decided on the first trip that
said , "and traffic. " Going we were going to do small
from the back roads of Rhode sections of the East Coast
Island (which they covered every year. We went from
in a day) to major areas like Ellsworth to Old Orchard ,
the New York Tri-State area then Old Orchard to New
was an adjustment , but it York City, and then this year
was all worth it when they we 're going to connect from
arrived in Times Square to the top and do Madawaska ,
a group of fans waiting with Maine to Ellsworth. "
For the m o m e n t , t h o u g h ,
hugs and congratulations.
At that point , he said , "We Johnson is l o o k i n g forward
were done. It was our eighth to m a k i n g the most of his
day and we were exhausted. first year at the College
I^BllfewMflMUbif ^ntfBttwttmail *+r\m
We just wanted to get off and m a k i n g his mark on
our boards. "
the H i l l .

Wecse , all from the Skowhegan area , have spent their
summers raising money and
awareness for breast cancer
research. What sets them
apart?
They
do it on longboards.
The
initial
idea for the
project sprung
from their desire to go on a
trip when they
were
juniors
in high school.
"We knew of
a lot of people
that do long
treks on skateboards and so
we wanted to
do it just for
fun ," Johnson
said. After researching potential routes ,
the trio realized that many
roadway s and
drivers do not
appreciateand some areas prohibit entirely-people
boarding or biking along

the side of the road. They
noticed , however, that a lot
more respect and leniency is
given to those with a reason
to be there.
After a practice
run
and
some
more
thinking,
the
group
decided
on breast cancer
research as their
cause in honor of
Weese 's aunt , a
survivor. All that
was needed was
a name. The result? "Boarding
for
Boobies ,"
Johnson
said ,
laughing.
"We
thought that was
just too good to
pass up. "
Boarding for
Boobies
officiall y began that
summer (2011),
when the boys
long-boarded from Ellsworth ,
Maine
to Old Orchard
Beach—which
Mapquest
predicts to be about a 150-

After the
practice run
and some
more thinking,
the group
decided on
breast cancer
research as
their cause
in honor
of Weese's
aunt , a
survivor.
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"A cop
called us
idiots and
tried to give
us a court
summons in
Connecticut."

First PC Coffee focuses >n gun laws Ask Andrea Breau
By SAM LEBLANC
NEWS STAFF

The Pugh Community Board
(PCB) held its first Pugh Community Coffee (PC Coffee)
this past Thursday, Sept. 13.
The purpose of Thursday 's PC
Coffee was to gather students
who were interested in learning about both Maine and nation-wide gun control and to
talk about the issue as it relates
to campus.
PC Coffee facilitator Grant
Hyun '14 proposed the idea in
light of the summer 's numerous spree shootings, including
the shooting in Aurora, Col.
during the premiere of The
Dark Night Rises, the shooting at the Sikh temp le in Oak
Creek , Wis. and the shooting
outside of the Empire State
building only a few weeks ago.
Co-facilitator Ty Steinhauser
'14 said, "it was really important to bring [the conversation]
back to Colby, especially in
a school that 's surrounded by
hunting territory and one that
actually has gun laws here in
the College that most people
aren 't even aware of."
Starting the discussion , participants explained their personal understandings of gunuse. A wide range of opinions
were represented. One student
from Maine talked about guns
in regards to spree shootings
or game hunters, another participant grew up in suburban
New York and explained that
the topic of gun use conjured

Grant
Hyun '14
proposed
the idea in
light of the
summer's
numerous
spree
shootings.

NEW ON CAMPUS: JORDAN BERMINGHAM

Assistant Director of
Campus Life and Outdoor Safety on the Hill
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Berming ham has worked in outdoor education f o r over 20 years.

By LILY HOLLAND
NEWS STAFF

Jordan Berming ham , the
College 's new assistant director of campus life and
outdoor safety, moved into
Treworgy Hall at the end
of last spring semester and
spent the summer preparing
for first year Colby Outdoor
Orientation Trips (COOT).
Like a large n u m b e r of
s t u d e n t s at the C o l l e g e ,
B e r m i n g ham grew up in
Massachusetts.
Before
s t a r t i n g work on the H i l l ,
B e r m i n g h a m lived in Portland , Ore. where he guided b a c k - c o u n t r y trips and
taught
classes—including
a class on high a n g l e rescue p r o c e d u r e s — a t a local
c o m m u n i t y c o l l e g e . He received his master 's degree in
education from Portland State
University and spent the last
six years as their outdoor program coordinator.
Bermingham
currently
l i v e s in the faculty a p a r t ment in A n t h o n y - M i t c h e l l S c h u p f , with his four-yearold son , Finn , his wife ,
Maggie and t h e i r "huge and

on campus. The sti ent handbook states that i [hough a
long list of weapor and firearms are not allow on campus at any time, Shotguns
and high-caliber r es to be
used specifically >r target
or skeet shooting c for hunting (only with a vs d Maine
hunting
license
during
Maine
hunting st ion must
j gistered
be
and st ;d under
Securi ; 's supervision i Roberts
Buildin,,
Thai
allowance vis a surprise to most
par t t 'i p a n t s
One nticipant
said thtt she assumed ;} "guns
were j i t a nono , period , on
college
campuses because
there i 5 such a
widespead fear
of schol shootings" and was shoriQed that
nobody ever warns students
that they may see someone
walking out of Robets with a
gun. Another particijant said,
"I think [Colby 's gm regulations are] 100 percert reasonable" and that if tht College
completely banned t&e possession of guns on campus ,
students would keep them in
their rooms. She sajdthat "it 's
smarter for [Security to say
'yes, you can havli them , as
long as we can keep them in
our office.'"

up images of school shootings.
Of major concern to many
students were the regulations
surrounding
semi-automatic
weapons.
Steinhauser
explained that the Aurora shooting was the biggest shooting of
its kind since the expiration of
former President Bill Clinton 's
ban on the manufacture of
semi-automatic
weapons in 2004.
"A lot of people
think that [the
legality of semiautomatic weaponry] hasn 't been
touched because
it's an election
year... [the ban]
expired and noone is saying anything," he said.
Participants
for the most
part agreed that
stricter regulation was needed
for
semi-automatic weapons but did not
come to any solid conclusion about what should be
done. One participant suggested psychological testing
while another insisted that
"spree kills are a drop in the
bucket compared to what the
actual firearm violence is....
An immediate move in the
right direction is to raise our
overall standard of living in
this country so that people
aren 't doing things out of
desperation. "
The discussion eventuall y
shifted to the topic of guns

super f r i e n d l y big black
dog, Cooper. "
Since being on the H i l l ,
he has started w o r k i n g on
the plans for the new ropes
course to be b u i l t on campus in the near f u t u r e .
Bermingham is also an advisor for the Colby Outing
Club and the Colby Mountaineering Club. "They are
a fantastic group of students
and I hope to be a resource
for them ," he said.
A c c o r d i n g to h i s b l u r b
on the C o l l e g e 's A d m i n i s tration website , Bermingham "s t r o n g l y b e l i e v e s
in the use of o u t d o o r and
adventure based activities to p r o m o t e s t u d e n t
growth , encourage critical t h i n k i n g s k i l l s and
foster
development
of
s o u n d j u d g m e n t " and he
looks f o r w a r d to w o r k i n g
w i t h s t u d e n t s to a c h i e v e
that goal.
"Things are great at Colby now t h a t s t u d e n t s are
back ," he said. "I love the
vibrancy of Colby. "
Bermingham
can
be
f o u n d in h i s o f f i c e in C o t ter U n i o n and e n c o u r a g e s
v i s i t o r s to s t o p by.

J

Steinhauser said , "I definitely think [the PC Coffee
went well]...and I think that
the people were receptive to
other peop le 's ideas. " Participant Jack Mauel ' 1 3 commented via e-mail , "I anticipated an extremely polarized
room with the two sides fervently arguing against each
other. What I found was an
extremely moderate, curious
group of students."
PCB plans to have eight total PC Coffees this year—four
a semester. The next PC Coffee, "Feminism is For Everybody, " will be held on Oct. 2.
Since the event will be "ri ght
around the election ," the topic
will be "'Women 's Right to
Health' ... so looking at things
like birth control or abortion
and how that plays a role in
the more public conversation
on health ," PCB Chair Alex
Murry '13 said.
The topics for the remaining PC Coffees will be determined later in the semester,
because the talks seek to
provide a forum for students
to debate issues of current
concern. Murry cited the PC
Coffee two years ago on the
need for a gender and sexuality resource center and last
year 's discussion about affirmative action as examp les
of moments when the climate on campus necessitated
a public conversation. "If
there 's something relevant
that we really feel the campus needs a forum or an open
space to talk about we 'll provide that ," Murry said.

A Q&A WITH THE DIRECTOR OF GENDER AND
SEXUAL DIVERSITY PROGRAMS
Once a month , Andrea Breau
'03 will answer a question
about the new gender and sexual diversity programming on
campus and how students can
get involved.

Echo: You mentioned that
you strongly encourage students to engage in "strange
exchanges " — how do you
think those can be facilitated
on campus?
Andrea Breau: I'm not so sure
these need to be facilitated in the
sense that someone ensures that
two individual bodies actually meet
in a particular space, but rather,
strange exchanges are already happening each time we have any type
of contact with another person. In
my opinion, it's literally the space
of the social that makes us all
strange to one another. What do I
mean by that in the Colby context?
It doesn't matter if we're in the dining hail, at a party, or even in the
bathroom or a dorm room for that
matter (spaces we like to think of as
"private"), eveiy exchange we have
with someone is dictated in large
part by the social context and how
we're positioned in it. So for me,
it's about facilitating a multitude of
new ways to think about how we
interrelate to/with one another in
those exchanges—all of which are
strange but some of which may feel
stranger than others. And no doubt,
our bodies have a lot to do with that.
Our social experiences are not disembodied, which means that what I
experience here at Colby has everything to do with my whiteness, my

able-bodiedness, my feminine gendered presentation, etc. In so many
ways, I've never been singled out
as "a stranger," but I've spent a lot
of time learning and teaching myself about just how strange I am.
I'm not talking here about learning about "others'" differences and
how to "accept" and/or "tolerate"
those difference;—because for me
that doesn't get to the heart of the
problem. It can't change that weird
dynamic where some of us get to
actively "tolerate" while others are
relegated to passively "being tolerated." Rather than identifying (an)
other person as *'a stranger" and
treating them accordingly, we need
to learn how to see ourselves as
strangers. For example, I 've spent a
lot of time figuring out how strange
it is to be white. 1 mean, really—
it 's STRANGE to be invisible and
everywhere all at once (and if you
don't know what this means, now's
the chance to find out)! And so, to
end with a more practical suggestion—get acquainted with your
own "strangeness" by pledging
to attend at least two Pugh Center
events (e-mail Tionna Haynes at
tchaynesfSicolby.edu to pledge)
and come to PCB's annual "Pugh
Club Palooza" this Thursday from
7 to 9 p.m.! What does it mean to be
a social being and have a particular body and understand ourselves
always in relation to one another?
The programs mat Director of the
Pugh Center and Dean of Students
Tashia Bradley, myself, and many
others are working hard to plan are,
at the end of the day, all about gettin ' down with your strange self.
Come make it happen!

WHO'S WHO: ISADORA ALTEON 14J

Senior engages in multiculturalism
By THALIA GIKALDO
NEWS STA FI

At the Collete's annual
Drag Ball event last spring,
the Women offColor Alliance (WOCA)Ja new club
on campus thatleeks to empower women I)f color on
campus , made ieir debut to
Beyonce 's "Rul the World" .
Behind the fpulous drag
make-up and lastumes was
Isadora Alteoi *14J , one of
WOCA' s foun :rs.
Between h
work with
the Pugh Cor nunity Board
(PCB) and D ector of the
Pugh Center ind Dean of
Students Tash 1 Bradley, Alteon also fould the time to
establish a srong presence
for WOCA ori:ampus.
Alteon developed a strong
sense of initlmve and passion for multicultural issues while i n h i g h school at
the School fir International
Studies in Brooklyn , N.Y.
She was tl i first student
from the si ool to be offered a sch larship by the
Posse Fount tion , one of the
leading you 1 leadership development rograms in the
United Stati . Posse recruits
high achie\ ng high school
seniors
ind
gives them the
opportunity to
reach acadc nic
and
pers nal
excellence by
¦
em
sending
to top-tier alleges in n ilticultural gr< ips ,
or "posses ' of
10 student:
Once on :ampus with he posse, Alteon egan
making her nark
by partici iting
in , and e :ntually facili ting,
a Colby C lversation on Race
(CCOR) g sup. "It was really
fun becau : we had athletes ,
we had pe< ?le from New York
City, we had people from
Massachu; :tts ," she said. "It
was a nict diverse group . Everyone lea ned something and
appreciate it. "

WEIMINli HUANU/IHt UJLBY ECHQ

Isadora A lteon '14J. a native New Yorker, is a co-founder of the Women of Color Alliance (WOCA)
Participating
in CCOR
sparked a new way of thinking and looking
at diversity in
her, but Alteon still wasn 't
quite satisfied.
She strove to
become
more
involved
in
multicultural
issues on campus her sop homore year and
took on an executive role in
Students Organized for Black
and
Hispanic
Unity (SOBHU)
as w e l l as becoming a member of PCB.
Now in her senior year .
Alteon continues to work for
the Pug h Center , is an executive member of PCB and is
the co-founder of WOCA.
She is motivated by a desire
to have an impact on the issues that matter to her both

The Women
of Color
Alliance ...
made their
debut to
Beyonce's
"Run the
World."

A sociology major and
on the Hill and beyond. "My
American
studactivities make my Colby ex- African
ies and Jewish
perience that
studies
double
much
more
fulfilling, "
minor ,
Alteon
plans to move
she said . "I
to
Washington ,
am able to be
D.C. after graduinvolved with
ation
to
work
i n i t i a t i v e s that
for a non-profi t
promote m u l t i organization inc u l t u r a l undervolved w i t h isstanding, safe
sues around HIV
communities
and tackle all
and AIDS , because the area
of the issues 1
hope to spend
has one of the
most
alarming
my life being
rates of the disengaged in. "
Alteon
has
Isadora Alteon '14J eases in the U.S.
M e a n w h i l e , she
learned how to
maintain
her
w i l l study for the
GRE in order to
motivation and
get her Masters '
positivity in the
midst oi a hectic schedule. "I in p u b l i c h e a l t h .
know I can 't do everything,
Alteon 's passion and debut I know that I am doing t e r m i n a t i o n , as well as her
something, and that 's what e x t e n s i v e experience with
matters to me ," she said and m u l t i c u l t u r a l affairs on camthanked her friends at WOCA pus will no doubt serve her
and SOBHU, along with Tashia well , and she is sure to m a k e
Bradley, for their support.
a difference in D.C.

"My

activities
make my
Colby
experience
that much
more
fulfilling. "

EDITORIAL

From our archives ,
Sept. 22 , 1972 editorial
Colby 's Architecture

The sound of jackhammers and cement mixers
on campus brings our attention to architectural
considerations or Colby College. The new addition to the Bixler Art and Music Center marks
Colby 's second effort in "modern " architecture.
We perhaps can safely say that there will be no
more Georg ian Revival style buildings erected on
Mayflower Hill.
We feel , however , that it is important that the
administration consider the suggestion that new
and interesting architecture does not necessaril y
ensure the success of Colby. While certainly an
architecturall y dynamic campus attracts app licants and impresses visitors , it does not always
contribute beneficially to the students ' state of
mind or respond to their needs. For instance , if the
New Dorms contained single rooms , perhap s they
would be appreciated more by the student bod y.
We are pleased to note that Bixler 's planners
seem aware of the fact that bright , clean and shiny
rooms are not necessaril y the best place in which
to do art work , and that students are often overawed and inhibited by their architectural environment.
We hope that Colb y 's planners recognize that we
are in Waterville , Maine and not in New York City,
and that , according l y, they should not look to the
city for models of buildings to be constructed in
the country.
Most important , we hope that since it was ostensibl y the students who created the need for the
building, the new addition will attend primarily to
their needs , rather than serve instead as some sterile showp iece to impress alumni , applicants and
passers-b y.

Voting is a big waste of time

I LET ME BRING THIS DOVNTO YOUR LEVEL

Friends , I have never pr ended
to be a fan of democracy. It ; ug ly,
inconvenient and the voting jooths
smell like baby food and ur; e. But
I understand that , against n fondest wishes, my adopted hom country of "America" has dec led to
hold yet another election. I noug ht
we had it right with Zacharv Taylor,
but these vote-crazed citiz is just
couldn 't keep their ballots : i themselves. It makes me sick. R wever,
as a member of the media a d slave
to popular op inion , I feel co ipelled
to write about the coming e ction.
The one specific aspect 1 like to
talk about in this article li he one
1 find most distasteful: tr actual

I thought we ha 1 it
right with Zach ry
Taylor, but thes *
vote-crazed citi :ens
just couldn't ke ;p
their ballots to
themselves.

bearably pretentious hipster wearing a
confederate flag bow tie who is voting
for Romney to be ironic.
The second lie: voting isn't that
hard. If a person is trying to convince
you to do something on the basis of
its difficulty, they clearly do not have
your best interests at heart. What
are these strange people doing with
your votes? Why do they want them
so bad? What if you happen to vote
for a person who they disagree with?
Wouldn't your vote be a foolish thing
for them to advocate for?
The third lie: if you don 't vote,
you really have no rig ht to complain
about government. This is, of course,
a ridiculous appeal to your sense of
guilt , which as an American , you
should have disposed with by now.
You have every rig ht to complain
about the government. Frankly, I
find it weird when you 're not complaining about the government.
The fourth lie: voting is the only
way to share your voice. This one
is so obvious I' m not sure I even
have to respond to it. But I will
anyway, because swatting down obvious arguments with an overblown
sense of superiority is something I
am very good at. Pay careful attention here. A vote is a vote. A large
cash donation to a Super PAC is
a large cash donation to a Super
PAC. A vote is not a large cash do-

nation to a Super PAC, and thus , is
not a good way to share your voice
in American politics.
Good. Are we all on the same page?
Voting is boring, pointless and inconvenient, and every second you spend
voting is a second you cannot spend
watching television, eating Doritos
and drinking cough syrup through a
straw. Those of you who agree can
stop reading now.
Everyone who thinks voting is
pointless has stopped reading? Look
around. Are there any still here? No?
Wonderful. Friends, I must admit that
I have been somewhat duplicitous
with you. I am not, in fact , entirely
against voting. But I am against a
certain subset of people voting, that
subset being people who can be convinced not to vote by a confident ,
well-coiffed man with a pipe (never
mind how persuasive and articulate
he is!). If it only took 500 odd words
to convince these people to avoid the
voting booth , did we really want them
in there anyway?
"But Michael, if uninterested , unaware people are discouraged from
voting, and only people of discerning and measured intellect decide
on the important issues of the day,
is that really democracy?" I agree,
rude interjecting reader, I agree.
It doesn 't sound like democracy. It
sounds wonderful.

—The 1972 staff of The Colby Echo
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voting. Now, I' m convincec I know
that voting is a waste of t: ie. But
this column (despite what iu may
think) is not entirely about tie So,
as a public service , 1 have oogled
"Why should 1 vote?" , and ill now
respond to several of the ar iments
(LIES) proffered by Big Vo lg.
The first lie: your vote cou: B. People love telling you this. Budtfiey're
not specifying something very important: your vote counts to then! Your
vote counts very little to you. A jerson
can no more claim to have any nfluence on a politician 's election nan a
drop of water can claim to be, tsunami. The only measure by whicl your
vote counts is on a one-on-one i -vel
Your vote will serve only to caned out
the opposite vote of either an ocse ,
ill-educated , trucker hat weaing,
southern Obama voter or some un-
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My father, who has been woicing making machine guns since'ie
graduated from high school , enjeys
hunting. Like most things he likes I
found myself essentially indifferot
1 went hunting with him when I wis
in middle school , and I cannot s;y
that I didn 't enjoy it. The reverb j if
the rifle was thoroughly satisfy!*;,
and I wasn 't that bad of an aim , ether. The cold fresh air and the wtey
in which the November light , evining in the afternoon , slants throupi
the leafless trees creates a sense >f
p lace , a sense of belonging, thats
hard to resist. Plus, deer meat is delcious. But , the thrill of the hunt wis
just not in me. What I really card
about was that sense of p lace , ant ,
as this would not put deer meat ft
our freezer , it was a ponderance m;
father was less interested in discuss
ing than teaching me to differentiate
from the various rifles, hand gun;
and crossbows we kept locked in out
gun cabinet.
As I got older , my father stopped
trying to get me interested in his
own interests. Instead of his beloved football , I ran cross country.
Instead of Black Sabbath and AC/
DC, he would be resigned to come
home from work and see me doing
my chores , lip-synching into the
broom handle or the toilet brush tha
words of whatever Liza Minnelli
song was playing on the stereo. Instead of covertly drooling after the,
women on the calendar he kept on
his toolbox in the garage , while:

grocery shopp ing I'd sneak furtive
teenage glances of men on the front
of underwear packets at Walmart.
Even today, the ways that I am different than my father continue to
grow, the most recent manifestation
of our difference being our drastically opposed political ideologies.
If I ever had a son who is as blatantly different than me as I am from
my father, I would probably be very
sad , so by all accounts , I think he 's

Before I left for
school, my father
and I got into a
decent fight,
something that, for
all our
contradistinctions,
is neither a frequent
occurrence nor
easily provoked.
handling it well. My father is the
hardest working man I know, and I
admire him a lot. He and I have very
similar temperaments and attitudes
towards life: stubbornness , frugality and loud voices , to name a few.
These similarities in personality,
and especiall y the similarities found
in our visage , often reall y bothered
me when I was in high school. But
I hardly rebelled , and when I did ,
I didn 't get caught , so I probably

shouldn 't call it "rebelling." I am
the first person in my family to get
a four-year degree, I did very well
in school , I've been employed since
I was 13 (sometimes at up to three
jobs at once), and when compared to
the challenges that my parents faced
in raising my sister, I could do no
wrong. Essentially, I am the golden
child. Or I was the golden child.
Before I left for school , my father
and I got into a decent fight, something that , for all our contradistinctions, is neither a frequent occurrence nor easily provoked. This fight
was at once petty and hugely important. Like many things in life , like
all things in life really, it was both/
and. Our fight was both insignificant
and incredibly painful; it was both a
single tree and the entire forest. The
fight was painful because I saw how
little my father understands about
me. He does not understand what I
do at college, he does not understand
my personal life in any way, he does
not understand me. But the fight is
also insignificant because 1 know
that he loves me regardless. The
fi ght was just a tree because, surely,
he has forgotten it already, but it is
the entire forest because , it seemed
to be the entirety and accumulation
of our differences consolidated into
one moment in time.
Still , like that pure , late autumn
light through the naked trees , the
grey and brown landscape of our
sometimes distant and uninspired
relationship is lit up by the sense
of place I feel when I go home to
his homemade bean suppers and
the smell of car grease that fills the
garage . These simple si gns of his
affection give meaning to our comp licated relationship.

American freedom and
The laudable efforts of the Pugh Center Thai Theravada Buddhism

This is my last year at Colby College, and I must applaud the students,
faculty and administration that constantly put in effort to make Colby
more multicultural and diverse. Since
my first year there has not been consistency in regards to who is in charge
of programming for the Pugh Center,
which has left discontinuities with

By "underground,"
I do not necessarily
mean those driven
underground; I
mean the culture of
students that are a
part of the clubs on
campus that work
specifically on one
topic of interest and
build from
that point.
the student-led, multicultural space.
However, since Associate Dean of
Students and Director of the Pugh
Center Tashia. Bradley has joined
the Mule family, there has been a revamped program featuring mentorship programs, retreats, workshops
and more. As a student leader on campus, I feel relieved knowing that there
is now a constant presence of support

and engagement on behalf of the Pugh
Center.
Although I was not at Colby during
last semester, when students purportedly marched down to President Bro
Adams's office and stormed in with
a list of demands and grievances, I
was glad to hear that students had organized in some capacity to let their
voices be heard. Looking from the outside in, students seemed to claim that
there were problems that needed to be
addressed by the administration with a
sense of urgency. However when I returned to campus, I was met with new
programs, new enthusiastic first-years ,
retreats and events. This is where I began to realize the divide between the
mainstream culture and what 1 call the
underground student activism culture.
By "underground," I do not necessarily mean those driven underground;
I mean the culture of students that are
a part of clubs on campus that work
specifically on one topic of interest and
build from that point. I could have easily been beguiled into believing that
changes had already been made over
the summer and that demands had been
met, but the divide between the cultures
on campus occurs at a threshold that is
not very visible to the passing eye.
Of course the demands students
made are valid and they should be addressed, but as a student involved in
many campus groups and one who has
taken on roles to interact with students
who are not necessarily "mainstream,"
I feel that the changes that we seek can
be met by our own gumption and volition to go out and make them happen. This should occur with some iota
of help from the administration, but
I think it is foolhardy to put the onus
of the problems we have on the administration. Yes, air our grievances,
make demands, agitate, but remember
it does not stop there and most of the
changes we seek to make are occurring
under our noses all over campus.
With so many new programs and
ideas that may or may not have
stemmed from last semester 's stu-

dent outburst , we have tools , people
and resources to make the changes
we wish to see. We are more than
fairly privileged here at Colby College and we can agitate without
fear of persecution or harsh punishment—it is our right. Being away
from Colby for onl y a semester has
taught me that Colby is indeed a societal "bubble." Most of the changes
we desire on campus are happening,
people are thinking about them—

With so many
programs and ideas
that may or may not
have stemmed from
last semester's
student outburst,
we have tools,
people and
resources to make
the changes we wish
to see.
hence Bradley and Director of Sexual and Gender Diversity Programs/
Associate Director of the Pugh Center Andrea Breau , two wonderful
resources available to students to
facilitate and create change on campus. Whether our problems are student retention , gender and sexuality,
learning disabilities or sustainability, I am sure that there are tools we
can use to solve our own problems
with help—not to be confused with
dictation—from the administration.
I hope the student activism continues and I look forward to hearing
the voices of the student body, and
Pledge to Pugh !

During the summer of 2011,
I served as both an intern and a
layperson at a female Thai Theravada Buddhist monastery. Colby
College 's Freeman Grant allowed
me to pursue this opportunity in
N a k o r n Fathom , Thailand. For my
internship, I transcribed dharma
recordings , led tours , taug ht English to the monks and documented
important events. As a layperson ,
I lived in the monastery, participated in monastic r i t u a l s (such as
chanting), gardened, hel ped in the
kitchen and collected alms from
the villagers.
Transitioning from an urban ,
Westernized Bangkok to a more
rural Thai monastery proved to be
the greatest culture shock of my
Thailand experience. W h i l e the
female monks welcomed me into
their home , I often felt alienated
as the only Westerner there. Unfortunately, we often must lose a
privilege in order to trul y appreciate its worth. On the morning of
July 4 , I thoug ht about what I took
for granted in the United States:
fresh water , hot showers , air-conditioning, dishwashers , laundry
machines , wireless Internet and
flushable toilets , not to mention
some of the more important privileges like health care and educational opportunities. While not all
Americans have equal access to
these , Americans possess a great
amount of freedom , which is perhaps the greatest privilege and
ri ght of all.
I stayed at this particular monastery to study the gender inequality w i t h i n Thai Theravada
Buddhism. Even though 96 percent of the p o p u l a t i o n consid-

ers itself Buddhist , only men are
allowed to be f u l l y ordained as
monks. The male c o m m u n i t y of
monks interprets the Buddhist
text as f o r b i d d i n g female ordination. Desp ite textual evidence of
female ordination, the monks continue to deny this religious privilege to Thai women. Since the Sri
Lankan c o m m u n i t y of monks fully ordains both men and women ,
several Thai women have traveled
there to be ordained as female
monks. By pursuing their religious goals , these women actively
promote gender e q u a l i t y w i t h i n
Thai Theravada Buddhism.
While I cannot knowledgeably
write about the gender inequalities that may exist outside of the
Thai monastic setting, my experience opened my eyes to the American pride and patriotism that I did
not know existed in me. I found
m y s e l f feeling entitled to gender
e q u a l i t y and other privileges that
I soon realized were much different w i t h i n another cultural context. It took some grating of my
American pride to finally find my
place w i t h i n a larger h i e r a r c h y .
As a layperson at the monastery,
1 was at the bottom.
Many students at Colby College
dedicate themselves to activism
w i t h i n the c o m m u n i t y and beyond. We constantly work toward
bettering our school and bettering the lives of others. However ,
when we fight for progress in our
c o m m u n i t y and in our nation , it is
important to remember the privileges and rights that we have as
Americans. Our culture instills us
with a feeling of e n t i t l e m e n t to
the many forms of freedom listed
in the Bill of Rights , but we must
remember how privileged we are
to have these freedoms. There
may always be room for improvement in our society, but there is
always room to be t h a n k f u l for
what we have as well.

MCCOLUMN

Life after Colby, life at a different school and advice for the seniors
except attend family barbecues and
eat family, barbecue leftovers.
Four months and 10 pounds later, I
am now attending grad school at Syracuse University, continuing my studies

The Class of 2012 is now four
months removed from Commencement. Since graduation, we have all
been grappling (with various degrees
of success) with the difficult question of what do with the rest of our
lives. Thankfully, however, on that
day we received some nuggets of wisdom from a former leader of the free
world—in addition to our diplomas—
at Commencement.
I took the Right Honorable Tony
Blair 's sage advice about being "a
leader not a follower, a lion heart
not a faint heart and above all else a
doer," and pretty much did nothing of
meaning during the entire summer,

What I do
remember—quite
strongly—are
feelings. I'm not
remembering
moments, but rather
how I felt during
certain moments.
in Earth sciences. Syracuse is a pretty
different institution from Colby, in

terms of size and athletics (larger), but
also, in terms how nurturing and supportive the academic environment is
(less). Nonetheless, I find myself on a
campus teeming with young adults for
the fifth straight September, and so I
am constantly comparing my new experiences with my time in Waterville.
Although only a few months separate me from my four years at Colby,
I already have difficulty remembering a lot of my time there , in terms
of finite details. I'm not totally sure
why. Feel free to insert your own
binge drinking-memory loss joke.
Personally, I'd like to see the Neuroscience department look at the longterm effects of traumatic brain injury
and concussions on four-year broomball players.
What I do remember—quite strongly—are feelings. I'm not remembering moments, but rather, how I felt
during certain moments. Just about
all of those feelings were shared with

Without cottegeTempo...

With collegeTempo...

the many people I encountered during my time on the Hill. The constant
remembrance of those feelings colors
my daily life with a general sense of
deja vu. By the time you get to 22

Don't fret about
the future, because
you'll naturally
remember the
important stuff.
years old , you kind of stop meeting
new peop le , or rather , new types of
people. Everyone is their own person
to some degree, but I constantly go
through life meeting new peop le who
somehow seem quite familiar to me.
Everything just isn 't as new anymore.

My advice for the senior class is this:
don 't fret about the future, because
you 'll naturally remember the important stuff. At this point , you 've been
here a while, you 're mature enough to
know who you are, and you 've developed a sufficient toolbox of skills to
take on any challenge. And you still
have a full year of college left to take
advantage of those capabilities. I stili
recall my senior year quite well, and it
was a blast. Take your time, and when
May 26, 2013 rolls around, you will
feel ready. Four years is a long time to
spend anywhere, but it is just the right
amount of time to figure out who you
are in a pastoral New England setting
with like-minded people and compassionate professors. I can 't say how you
will feel five months after Commencement , but at the four-month mark , you
should be good to go.
Daren McGregor is Opinion Editor
Emeritus of The Colby Echo.

What do you
feel strongly
about?
The Echo is looking for
Op inions writers.

Whether you want to write
about politics, the economy or
life on the Hill, we welcome
your voice.
Contact Michael Langley
at mlangley@colby.edu if
interested.

__
Pugh Club Palooza !

WEDNESDAY
Stories Seldom Told:
Alcohol and Women's Lives
Parker Reed Room, SSW

6:30 p.m.

Panel discussion for first-year women. Sponsored
by the Colby Alcohol Education, Awareness and
Training Advisory Group and the Garriston-FosteHealth Center.

Women 's Volleyball vs. Bowdoin
Wadsworth Gymnasium

Health and Wellness Seminar
What will be the moral of your story?
Diamond 142
7 p.m.
Stephen Wallace will discuss the transition to
college , notably during the first semester 's early
weeks when lasting behavioral patterns are
formed. Compelling research concerning student
behavior will be an influential feature of this
program.

7 p.m.
Pugh Commons

Kick off the year with the Pugh Center! Each club
will open its doors to the campus , and will provide
food and activities to help people get to know
them. Featured performances include stand-up
comedy, taiko drumming, spoken word poetry and
freestyle rapping—all by Colby students!

Ostrove Auditorium, Diamond
7 p.m.
1 Zandile Nhlengetwa , this year's Os(k Fellow, will
make her first official address to jthe college.
INhlengetwa is a grassroots human Tights activist
from South Africa. Her talk will address her work
with survivors and perpetrators of violence in KwaZulu Natal, South Africa and discus' s how human
rights activists should approach gender-based violence in societies that discourage girls' education
as threatening to traditional values.

Rage Commons

Art Museum/ 015 Lower Jette
12 p.m.

I

Leon Etienne is an accomplished Magical Arts I
Performer with over a decade of performing experi-B
ence. Let him wow you with his illusionary tricksl M

I
1

Bearstronaut

I
I

Waterville Opera House
7:30 p.m.

I
Bj

;

Dana Lawn
10 p.m.

Join the Student Programming Board (SPB) for
Led by James R. Fleming, professor and director I the first Coffeehouse show of the year. Bearstroof the Science , Technology and Society program. I
naut is an electro-pop group'from
Cambridge^MTa^s sur^o^e^oiyJancing.

Colby Soccer Field

I

!

Campus Life Coffee Hour

I

Cotter Union 122 Quiet Lounge
9 a.m.

I
I

Field Hockey vs. Thomas

|
I

BUI Alfond Field

7 p.m.

THIS WEEK'S FORECAST

APPLE PICKING FUN!

m

2 p.m.

TUESDAY

FRIDAY
¦
I

Music at Colby Concert Series
Colby Faculty Jazz Quintet

I
M

Men's Soccer vs. U. Maine-Farmington

I

8 p.m.

¦
I

SUNDAY

~k

Leon Etlenne, Illusionist

Common Ground
Country Fair

Unity, ME
9 a.m. and Sunday 9 a.m.

Streets of Pain and Valleys
of Sorrow for Young Girls

THURSDAY
Noontime Art Talk
Skyscapes and Anti-Skyscapes

SATURDAY

i

I

www.weather.com

,

¦ —

JONAS *
SPECIALS
WE NOW TAKE CREDIT
AND DEBIT CARDS!!!
Saranac 12 Beers of Summer 12 Packs
Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
Saranac Blueberry Blonde 12 Pack
Now Only 8.99 + Tax and Deposit
Renwood Barbera Red Wine
Now Only 7.99 + Tax and Deposit
Don't forget to bring us your returnables!
Open Sun-Wed until 9 p.m.,
Thurs until 10 p.m.,
Fri & Sat until midnight

We now have the largest selection of domestic and Import beers In
Central Maine.

873-6228

FWEBOOK.COM

Students enjoyed app le p icking on Sept. 15 at the Ap p le Farm in Fairfield , Maine. The f i r s t 250
students that arrived were given a free bag f o r collecting their app les. Thanks to SPB f o r sponsoring!
i

JOKAS' DISCOUNT BEVERAGES
52 Front St., Waterville, ME

STUDENTS IN THE SPA

What is your favorite festive fall activity at Colby?
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Taking road trips and admiring the foliage."
- Maddy Wilson 14
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'Spontaneous Fun Day."
. Matt Upman '15
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"Football tail gates."
- Colby Mule

"Halloween."
- Dawrlin Mejia '14
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Js^s' "Seeing the leaves change colors on campus."
- Leah Walpuck '13
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Wait , What?
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"Apple picking!"
¦Megan Usher '15

Weird News From Around the World
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www.huffingtonpost.com
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St-Louis de Blandford, Quebec
Police in Quebec are trying to solve a sticky situation—
millions of dollars ' worth of maple syrup was stolen
from a large warehouse holding over $30 million worth
of the sweet treat. The theft puts a sizeable dent in
Quebec's syrup stock. Quebec produces up to 80 percent of the world's maple syrup supply. While thefts
from individual producers are not unheard of , having
a quantity this large stolen is unusual. " It's the first
time something like this has happened," Anne-Marie
Granger Godbout, executive director of the Federation
[ of Quebec Maple Syrup Producers told the Huffington
Post. "We 've never seen a robbery of this magnitude."
In fact , theft of stock at the individual level is what first
prompted the maple syrup industry in Quebec to group
inventory in one location. Fortunately, there will not be
a shortage of maple syrup. The quantity in the warehouse serves as a global strategic reserve used to
replenish markets during disappointing seasons.
..
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Blackand whitephotosa favoritefor Green

College 's art
prof essor brings a
little rock and roll
to Common Street
Art Gallery

in early 2012 , allows the city to support the initiatives of local arts organizations and cultural non-profits
like Common Street Arts. During
the spring, the original Common
Street Art Gallery was closed for
renovations and transformed into a
new collaborative space dedicated
to art education and exhibition.
For the opening show, titled Between the Bars , Green 's black and
white photographs are exhibited
alongside over 100 "LP still-life
paintings '1 by the artist Gideon Bok ,
inspired by Bok's personal record
collection. The exhibit' s rock-n-roll
theme was Barns 's idea. "I think she
was really interested in the music ,
the rock and roll pictures-she liked
Gideon 's paintings and then when
she saw my work it just kind of rang
a bell for her ," Green said.
Between 1976 and 1986, Green
took photos of iconic artists such as
The Ramones, Patti Smith , Blondie
and Tom Waits in his favorite New
York City clubs , such as Max 's
Kansas City and CBGB' s (Country
Blue Grass and Blues), both famous
for their punk and new wave lineups. "It was a really special time,"
he said. "There were so many kinds
of musicians and it wasn 't all punk
rock , it was just all new. There were
times where I'd be sleeping at the
studio so that I could develop the

film right away when I got back at
night , I was just so excited about
the work. "
In the very beginning, Green just
brought a small Nikon camera and
a flash with him when he went out
at night. He was also an assistant
to a commercial photographer and
would sometimes invite people to
the studio to photograph them in a
more formal studio setting.
"It started out that I was just sort
By ESTHER KING
of interested in these clubs and
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wanted to start taking pictures of
these people ," Green said. "Then
Starling in 1976 , Assistant ProI started trying to publish the picfessor of Art Gary Green spent 10
tures in the local music press and
years photographing the punk rock
got involved with some major labels
music scene in New York City.
and artists who asked me to take
For the grand opening of Common
pictures for their album covers and
Street Art Gallery 's new community
things like that. "
art space in downtown Waterville
But Green was never interested
last Friday, he dug up 42 of his fain working on commission , prefervorite images from that era , some of
w h i c h he had never printed before.
ring to take photographs for himGreen met Karen Barns , the
self. "I was always interested in
photography as art form ," he said.
owner of the gallery, last year
when she used a few of his p hoto"It was very hard for
me when it became too
graphs in a group show about the
much of an assignment.
'80s American rock band Phish.
I worked much betMore recently, they both worked
on the committee that petitioned
ter on my own, when I
would publish the phofor Waterville to receive the Creative Communities=Economic Detographs later. "
For the most part ,
velopment Grant from the Maine
the artists were happy
Arts Commission. The grant , worth
to have their pictures
$50 ,000 and awarded to Waterville
taken. "It was a scene ,
so they were there to be
'seen.' I'd generally be
respectful too. When I
photographed an artist ,
I liked to do some kind
of formal portrait where
they 're aware of me as
a photographer." Only
once was he met with
resistance. "A woman
smacked me quite hard
across the head once,"
he recalled. "I didn 't
end up using the picture.
It wasn t a good one.
.,
Despite the unpredictability of
some of his anonymous subjects,
Green admitted that he preferred
the more candid photographs that
he took of people in the crowd.
COURTESY Of GARY GREEN
A p f iolo entitled ' CBGB 1978 "from ProfessorGreen's show at the CommonStreetArt Gallery. "One of my favorite pictures is
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Prof GoryGreenspenta d e a x khotogrcqjhing
p
p o p u l artists
o r m theNew York Cty
one that I took right in the beginning," he said. "It was one of the
first good pictures I took. It's just
called 'Ramones Fans Max 's Kansas City 1976. * I' m
so glad I took all
those pictures of the
crowds and even of
the empty stages.
They 're more interesting now to me—
they 're more exciting as a picture."
Over the summer,
Green sifted through
boxes of his earliest
photographs in preparation for the show.
"I found pictures that
I'd never printed ,
that I almost forgot
I'd taken ," he said. "I
really considered everything. Now some
of them seem like
better pictures than
they did at the time
because I' m looking back with a more
trained eye.
rj l/
Green doesn 't necessarily consider these early photographs as a
coherent body of work. "It's really
young work and it has very little to
do with what I' m doing now," he
said. "They 're more just representa-

Between 1976
and 1986,
Green took
photos of
iconic artists
such as The
Ramones,
Patti Smith,
Blondie and
Tom Waits in
his favorite
New York
City clubs.

tive of a 10-year span where I photographed these artists and that scene."
Green has high hopes for Common
Street Arts: "I hope the gallery becomes what we wanted it to be," he
said. "A place for the community to
have access to art , a good place for
art of all kinds , for micro-cinema,
interesting performances and readings. We hope all kinds of people
come out. We don 't need another
Colby venue but more of a community space that helps pull together
Colby and the community and bring
more people downtown, to make
downtown richer. "
If the turn-out at the grand opening last Friday is anything to go
by, including an appearance by the
College 's President William "Bro "
Adams (to see the portraits of favorite musician Tom Waits), this
revamped collaborative art space is
likely to stay an exciting addition
to Waterville 's downtown "scene. "
Between the Bars will be on view
until October 31. The gallery is
open Wednesday through Sunday,
from noon to 6 p.m., and is located
at 16 Common Street in downtown
Waterville. Stop by to pick up a
schedule of their upcoming events
and learn about their studio classes. You can also volunteer at the
gallery through the Colby Volunteer Center.

Powder & Wig's 'Blonde ' has more fun
Powder and Wig
brings sorority
sisters, lawyers,
Boston accents and
laughs to the Hill
By KYLIE VANBUREN
NEWS STAFF

"Omi god you guys!" Legally
Blonde: The Musical performed last
weekend in Strider Theater by students in the campus group Powder
ana wig was amazing.
The peppy and upbeat
musical based on the
hit 2001 Reese Witherspoon movie of the
same name had the entire audience laughing,
tapping their feet and
continuously clapping
throughout
the twohour show . Even more
impressive was the fact
that show was put together in only nine
days , as this year 's selection for the annual
Powder and Wig oneweek musical.
The show, directed by
Christine Kashian *14 ,
featured Emilie Jensen
' 15 as the lead character
File Woods , the blonde
sorority girl who follows
love to Harvard Law
School after getting her
heart broken and discovers her own
intelligence and independence along
the way.
Jensen was a crowd p leaser and
deserving of the lead role , with the
vocals and experience to take the

show through the 16 songs in which
she was featured. Her upbeat attitude as the character was funny and
thoug htful , and the moments where a
more serious tone was required were
vulnerable and touching.
The male leads included Brendan
Leonard *16 as Elle 's ex-boyfriend
Warner Huntington III , Tyler Parrott '13 as Emmett Forest , Elle 's
supportive and goofy friend turned
flame and William Bonney '16 as
Professor Callahan , the snarky and
tough law professor. Leonard captured Warner 's arrogance , Parrott
was sweet and a good singer and
Bonney was the right mix of conceited and clever. Ramon Arriaga
io was aiso a crowa
favorite as deliveryman, Kyle.
While every featured role impressed,
the casting of two
characters was particularly
impeccable , with Kendall
Hatch '13 , as Paulette
Bonafonte , the spunky
hairdresser with the
heavy Boston accent
who reminds Elle to
stay true to herself,
and Evangeline Condakes '13 as Brooke
Wyndham , the exercise queen that Elle
must defend in court.
Hatch' s singing was
one of the highlights
of the show, as was her
inhabiting of the role.
Hatch's accent was so
spot-on that it was possible to believe you were actually
hearing Oref, the actress who played
Paulette in the original Broadway
cast. Hatch' s character was also a refreshing dose of sarcasm and toughness in a play centered around soror-

ity levels of cheerfulness.
Condakes was another amazing
contribution to the show, leading
a number through which she sang
and jump-roped simultaneously,
without a sing le error. The comedy
and style made famous by Ah Larter in the film shone through Condakes ' performance and was made
particularly clear during the scenes
with Jensen (with whom there was
a great chemistry) and dysfunctional court scenes.
Lindsay
DiBartholomeo ' 14*s
choreography stood out in "Bend
and Snap," which had the audience
falling out of their seats with laugh-

ter, and "What You Want ," in which
the Delta Nu "Greek Chorus " stole
the show. Credit should also be given to Carli Jaff '16 as Serena, Alex
Jackson '15 as Margot and Alexis
Atkinson '15 as Pilar, for their hysterically provocative dance moves
and perfect comedic timing.
Another great aspect of the play
was the li ghting, done by Michaelina Deneka '13 , the lighting director, and her team. The green during
"Ireland" captured the mood of the
scene , and the fading in of the red
lighting background during "Blood
in the Water " was quite funny and
captured the essence of the song.

Credit must also be given to the
other members of the production team
consisting of Will Norton '13 as musical director, Gian Perani '14 as the
technical director, Tyler Harley '15,
as the sound director, Emily Shankle
'13 as the costume director, Rachel
Hawkins '15 as stage manager and
Julie Maclean '15 and Erin Hoover
'15 as assistant stage managers.
Legally Blonde: The Musical was
a highly anticipated campus event ,
selling-out its Friday evening performance. Halfway through the bows ,
the entire audience was on its feet
applauding the cast for their nearly
two-hour long show.

Legally
Blonde: The
Musical was
a highly
anticipated
campus
event,
selling out
its Friday
opener
hours
before the
curtain
even rose.

Legally Blonde: The Musical, Powder and Wig s one-week production, was a success during its run in Strider Theater this weekend.

SPOTLIGHT: STUDENT MUSICIANS
Being 'Good' and Getting 'Wyze '
By JULIANNA HAUBNER
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT EDXfOR

This time last year, theater major and
education minor Jeremy Gooden '14
was being called by his first name, was
going to classes around campus and eating in the dining halls. This fall, after
making the decision to take a year off to
pursue his passion for music, he's in the
recording studio, organizing meetings
and putting out music under the name
"Good Gatsby."
A native of Boston, Mass., Gooden
said that he has always been interested
and connected to music, but didn't start
making his own until the eighth grade,
and didn't begin to consider taking it seriously until he started writing and putting together songs as a first-year at the
College. During that time, he became
close friends with Devin Gibbs '14 and
Luke Martin '14, with whom he created a group called "4 Year Plan." Writing their own songs, sometimes using
beats from other artists and other times
covering well-known hits, the boys performed at many events on the Hill last
year, including Hipnotik and Colby
Dancers shows.
Toward the end of his sophomore
year, Gooden was approached by a music producer based in Portland , Maine,
who had seen an uploaded video of 4
Year Plan performing ("one of those 'I
knew a guy who knew a guy' things,"
Gooden said), but continued to consider putting musical endeavors to the
side once the new school year began.
Over the summer, however, he was
faced with the passing of his father,
which changed everything. Profoundly
affected by his loss and determined to
turn a negative into a positive, he made
the decision to take a year off from the
College and follow his interests. "I
don 't want to look back and say that I
didn't do what I wanted to do when I
had the chance to do it," Gooden said.
In an industry where it's hard to make
it big, Gooden tries his best to stand out,
starting with his commitment to writing his own lyrics. "A lot of my songs
I have written before even hearing an
instrumental," he said. "I'll think of a
hook or a certain time signature in my
head and write a verse of that. Once
I hear a beat that I think matches that
subject matter, I put them together."
When asked if he thinks of things all
at once, or if thoughts come in stages

and if he grabs anything he can to write
them down, Gooden responded just like
any other college student: "I would be
screwed if I ever lost my phone," he
said. "All of my artistic ideas are there;
I'll type it out if I think of something on
the train or act like I'm on a phone call
and record it."
Like many who have come before
him, Gooden sees writing music as an
opportunity to reveal his feelings and
thoughts and reflect on past and present
experiences. "There are times when you
can't really say something verbally to
someone because you don't feel comfortable," he explained, "and when you
put it in music, people are less likely
to judge you for what you have to say.
Some of my lyrics I could never actually talk about in a conversation with
someone." Don 't expect to hear any
shout-outs or Taylor Swift-esque narratives, though Gooden admits there are
times when he looks at something he's
noted and realizes that it might be too
specific or blatant to use.
Instead, Gooden looks up to artists like Lauryn Hill and Kanye
West, whose albums and mixing of
genres inspires him. West's The College Dropout and Late Registration
are two of his favorites, and "how I
want my albums to be. Those are two
of the most cohesive albums I' ve
ever listened to...all of the songs
connect in some way." Hill is just as
influential , he added , because she is
an artist who succeeds in "speaking
from the hip-hop side and the vocal
side." He also wants to create music
that has a party-style beat , but strong
and smart lyrics, something he calls
"hiding vegetables."
While leaving the College in pursuit
of his musical career did take a lot of
thinking, Gooden ultimately thinks
that he made the right choice. "Artists today have an expiration date," he
said. "If you don't get out there when
you're young, it's going to get harder
and harder. It 's what I want to do with
my life, so I've got to give it my all."
Making the choice didn't come easily,
with fears about rumors, friends and an
eventual return to campus, but he quickly learned that his friends and peers on
campus were more than supportive. All
the fun, however, has been a product of
hard work—something he advises anyone considering taking the same path to
remember. "Don't expect it to be easier
than school," he said. "It won't be. But,
if you do what you want to do and make

it productive, you 'll be fine. "
The newest project in Good Gatsby's
arsenal is entitled Man of the House. At
this point, he's got five songs done and
hopes to have almost double that for
the final product. While in the past he's
been known for his lyrical ability and
has stayed closer to the hip-hop/rap side
of music, he is planning on incorporating more soul, jazz and other genres to
showcase a musical and vocal ability as
well. He is also working with a group
in Boston to create a 10-minute music
video/film about ignorance in hip-hop
and giving the spotlight to artists whose
talent merits it. His most current success, however, has been the creation
and release of an EP titled Public Policy, a collaboration with Ben Weissman,
a linguistics and history major at The
College of William & Mary and a childhood friend of Gooden 's Colby classmate . Josh Richards '14.
Weissman, who goes by the performing name "BeWyze" began rapping during his sophomore year of
high school as more of a joke, but beCOURTESY OF JEREMY GOODEN
gan to feel a pull toward it in college
Jeremy Gooden '14 and Ben Weissman spent their summer creating a f ive track EP
and decided that it wus something he
would go mat well." The two quickly a serious sense of pride and excitewanted to do in addition to school.
Last March, he put out a mix tape and found that they had very similar tastes ment between the two that the final
played a few live shows with the help in music, and therefore didn't waste a product was something they both
of Richards, who acts as his manager. lot of time explaining to the other what loved. "Something for everyone; no
Last spring, Richards sent Weissman they liked and didn 't like about style matter what kind of music they like,
an instrumental track created by Colby and content. From there, an EP with five if they listen to this they should find
student and friend Oliver Dunne '14; songs materialized. The team started one song that they like," Weissman
the same track was sent to Gooden, going to the studio every Monday, and said. While the two are proud of all
who was friends with Dunne and plan- then set up separate times to record of their songs, a special affection for
ning on doing a project with the mu- from there. Two of the final songs are their first remains. "Our favorite piece
sic. After getting the initial introduc- Dunne's beats, and the other two mu- is still 'Too Smoove,"* Gooden said.
With the school year back in full
tion through Richards and texting each sical credits on the track listing (Grant
other throughout the summer, Good Bowtie and 5StarBeats) are actually swing. Good Gatsby and BeWyze are
Gatsby and BeWyze met at Gooden 's people neither Gooden nor Weissman now heading in their respective direchouse, each armed with their own writ- have ever met. "We found them online," tions but remain close friends. Weissten verses, and came out with lyrics Weissman revealed, "and I e-mailed man is planning on putting together
for Dunne's track. The result was "Too them asking permission for the beats another mixtape on his own and
performing in both Virginia and the
Smoove." "This first song really set and they said, 'no problem.'"
things off because we were essentialAs for the goal of Public Policy, Boston area, and Gooden is working
ly trading," Gooden said. "Each of us "Weissman and Gooden explained that on creating and building his brand, in
plays an equal role in it [and through- it Wjtf .all about s,laying true to them- addition to his personal projects. Just
out the EP]," Weissman joked, "except selves and getting their music^out there. because summer and Public Policy
for the fact that [Jeremy] can sing."
"A lot of kids our age make music, and are over, though, doesn't mean their
While one would think that it would a lot of their beats and music is ex- collaborations are. "I'm really hoping
be awkward meeting up with a friend of actly the same," Weissman said. "We for a Public Policy EP 2, or a totally
a friend to share ideas on a song, there didn't want that." Gooden added that different project [with Weissman],"
was no such feeling between Gooden despite their individual contributions Gooden said. "I think it's really cool
and Weissman. "The very first time we to the record , there was never a sense when two artists can get together who
met in person, we had both our verses of competition or name recognition. love to do music and it works. We can
done, we didn 't know what the format "It's hard when you have two artists do our own thing and the music will
would be or what we were going to on a song and you automatically start be like we never left."
To download Public Policy for
do for choruses," Weissman said, "and to compare them," he said. "I think we
we just figured it out in 20 minutes...I really just balanced each other out on free, check out the BeWyze or Good
couldn 't have possibly imagined it every track." Above all, though, there's Gatsby pages on Facebook.

Atkinson'15 is studentby day, DJ by night
Baker , and Club Glow was very
impressed with their performance.
As it happens , Nick Dale and Atkinson 's contact at Glow, Zack
Huhn , had just started an agency
together called Vinyl Agency.
Vinyl Agency signed Atkinson
and Baker to their label this January. Since then , Atkinson and Baker have opened for groups that usually book people with a minimum
of five years of DJing experience
and are playing to crowds of thousands. These names include DJ
Pauly D (from the Jersey Shore),
Cazzette , Fatboy Slim , Wolf gang
Gardiner , Tommy Trash , Style of
Eye and NO_ ID. This summer, Atkinson and Baker p layed Identity
COURTEST OF TONY ATKINSON Festival on a much bigger stage for
COUHTEST OF TONY ATKINSON
The duo haveplayedmultiplefestivals, openingfor big names like DJ PaulyD andFatboy
Slim. several thousand people. Accordd Bakerhave been making music since high school.
TonyA tkinson '15 (right) andf r i e nEvan
ing to Atkinson ,"that was really,
what to play and when to play it. " Baker, who was 18, had no problems ity. As a thank you , Gardiner gave really wild. "
Atkinson isn 't coming close to
Atkinson and Baker free tickets to
Producing, however, is audio engi- getting in.
By LILY HOLLAND
Baker felt bad that Atkinson had Glow music events. When Baker slowing down his production or perneering. In order to produce music ,
NEWS STAFF
Atkinson uses many advanced tech- missed his favorite show, and in or- went to Glow headquarters to claim formances, despite being a full time
Tony Atkinson '15 is the Col- nologies and high powered software, der to cheer him up, he hacked an his prize , he mentioned that he and student and member of the College 's
lege's biggest kept musical secret. such as a Designer Audio Worksta- electronic road sign near their house Atkinson were DJs and producers. football team.
He is playing five shows this
His humble attitude belies Atkin- tion (DAW), in order to create and so that it read "Wolfgang Gardiner This was their first introduction to
fall , opening for Adrian Lux , Quinson 's true musical talent to the mix synthetic movement. According b*tches." Baker took a picture of fhe the music world.
Atkinson and Baker performed tino , Norman Dory, Pete Tong and
average student on the Hill. Atkin- to Atkinson , "producing is the hard sign and tweeted it to Atkinson , the
son started DJing electronic dance part " and takes many hours of subtle account for the club where the Wolf- for Glow , and the agency booked Mat Zo. This spring, Atkinson and
and house music when he was 14 refinements in order to create that gang Gardiner show had been and to them in their first show , playing at Baker have shows booked in LA
Wolfgang Gardiner himself. Initial- a small stage at Identity Festival in and New York.
but he truly became serious about perfect beat.
You wouldn 't know any of this ,
Atkinson has an original story of ly, Atkinson just thought it was fun- the summer of 2011. After this first
producing music his senior year of
how he was "discovered" by the mu- ny and the tweet cheered him up, but performance , Atkinson and Baker however , if you talked to Atkinhigh school.
Atkinson is both a DJ and pro- sic industry. When Atkinson was 17, thought nothing more of the sign , or began getting booked for other son in the dining hall or friended
shows and openings in the D.C . area him on Facebook. He never posts
ducer. There is a distinct differ- his favorite producer , Wolfgang Gar- what impact it might have.
about his music or his shows. He
A few days later an employee of throug h Glow.
ence between these two elements diner, happened to be playing near
,
a
house
music
booking
Things changed once again for wants his music to "grow organiof music , Atkinson exp lained , "be- Atkinson 's home in the Washington, Club Glow
cally outside of who I am ," he
's
contacted
the
boys.
Baker
Atkinson
and
Baker
when
they
D.C.
area.
When
Atkinson
went
to
agency,
cause DJ-ing is the performance
of playing music, mixing songs see the show, he was not allowed in p icture had blown up on the Internet opened for a local DJ named Nick said , and "[I don 't] want people to
live creating a constant flow. Fif- because the club was 18+ and he was and given both the club and Wolf- Dale over Christmas break last like [my music] just because they
ty percent of DJ-ing is knowing only 17, but his best friend , Evan gang Gardiner lots of free public- year. The DJ liked Atkinson and know me. "

Kone '13 establishes historical Dom-inance

Colby sprinter
gains national
recognition in
the 60m, 100m

By TIM BADMINGTON &
THOMAS ATTAL
SPORTS EDITORS

With two national titles
in hand . Dom Kone '13 now
faces the challenge of living
up to the expectations of an
entire campus in addition to
those already puts on himself. Following his victory in
the 60-meter dash last March ,
Kone blew away the field en
route to the 100-meter race
National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division
HI title. His time of 10.24 in
the final was the third fastest
lime ever run in Division III.
Beyond his incredible individual performances , Kone
recognizes the effect his success has on his mindset as well
as on that of his opponents: "I
think it changes it a lot because last \ear 1 wasn 't really
well-known , so I was kind of
the hunter chasing after people faster than me. Now , to
be the hunted is a weird feeling and 1 don 't realty like it.
If anything though , I think
it makes me train harder because I don 't want anyone in
the nation the outwork me , so
hopefully that will produce a
lot fast times. It 's not the best
feeling to be the hunted , but 1
think I' ve been coping with it
just fine. "
He will have to continue
to cope with these new pressures as successfully as he did
last year if he wants to meet
his new goals. Kone has tried
to avoid mentioning specific
numbers when asked about
this year 's expectations "because I don 't want to jinx myself , but I definitely wasn 't
expecting to run 10.24. So,
I' m looking to be somewhere
around the range of 10 seconds. I' m not really looking
to be under 10 seconds , but if
I could get 10.0-something, I
think it would be a successful
season for me."
The route to success has
been an upward battle for

the campus icon thoug h: two
years ago. Kone pulled his
hamstring in the final of the
national title race despite
running the fastest time in
the nation in the preliminary
round of the NCAA meet. In
his comeback , Kone "knew a
lot of things were going to be
against me and a lot of people
were thinking I couldn 't get
back into it due to this injury,
but that just made me train
even harder. My entire junior
year I kept thinking back to
my injury and how far I' ve
come. Keeping my performances in mind really pushed
me forw ard."
This mental strength has
been key to Kone 's success
in the past , and it continues
to play a part in each of his
races. "For me it 's all mental.
I pretty much need to make
myself have fun , and it is fun .
so if 1 go into it thinking 1 am
fast and no one can beat me I
tend to be more relaxed. I tell
myself over and over again
that I' m a good athlete and it
w i l l show in my times. I just
need to go out there and compete at the level I' m capable
of
It starts way before the
race even begins , in terms of
just mentally preparing for the
race. You definitely want to be
completely relaxed , because if
you 're tense at all it will produce slower times. "
To reach the level Kone has
reached thoug h , one needs
more than mental prowess.
"There are also a lot of things
like staying healthy, or making sure you get sleep. There
are a lot of things that go into
it that help you go faster. I
think I did those things last
year and I' m going to try and
do them again ," Kone said.
Combined with these lifestyle choices is , of course , an
immense amount of work . A
typical day in practice consists of splitting exercises
"into the distance runners and
the power group, which consists of the jumpers and the
sprinters. We pretty much do
all of the same things. The
days are kind of split up differently. We 'll have a really
intense day with high speeds ,
and then we 'll have a recovery day. We 'll have three or
four specific groups , but we
do the same lifts and stuff .
We always practice with the

same peop le. It does vary a
bit from individual to indiv i d u a l , but o v e r a l l my training stays in line with that of
the other guys " Kone said in
an interview.
As if all of this wasn 't
enough of a load for one person , Kone must also balance
the academic commitment a
school the caliber of Colb y
demands.
Kone approaches
the dilemma with a mindset of
having the two "definitely related , and there are times when
I have to head to work when
I don 't want to. I think I saw
my athletic potential though ,
and I trained really hard so 1
wanted to do the same exact

thing in academics. I tried just
as hard in academics because
of the effort I was putting into
athletics. It definitely wasn 't
easy though."
What makes Kone such a
beloved figure on campus
isn 't just his success on the
track , though. Despite his accomplishments , Kone 's work
ethic "hasn 't changed at all . I
know people are expecting me
to be very confident and even
cocky, but I still want to come
off as humble Snd I still want
to come off as-the same athlete I was last year. I almost
want to pretend like I don 't
have those national titles so I
can go out and repeat."

So what does the future hold
for Colby 's greatest sprinter?
"Right now I' m still trying to
figure that out , but I think it
will all depend on how fast I
race in the 100m in the spring,
which is a long time to wait ,"
Kone said, "considering I have
to consider grad school, careers and stuff. I think I' m going to have to put all of that on
hold though , and it 's all going
to depend on how fast I run in
the spring. I don 't really know
what the process is for running
professionally, but I know my
time last year qualified me
for the U.S. national meet , so
I will be looking to run faster and qualify for that next

summer. After that hopefully
someone offers me a sponsorship, and if that happens I'll
definitely take it. I won 't be
able to decline that."
Kone has established himself as one of the premier
athletes in Colby 's sports history. This hasn 't granted him
special treatment in the classroom, however; Kone had to
take a redeye flight to Maine
from Iowa immediately following his champ ionship race
in order to take an exam the
next morning. It 's a sacrifice
he 's willing to make though
as he continues to
reache
heights unparalleled in recent
Colby athletic history.
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Dom Kone 13 powershis way to the NCAA Division III nationalchampionship in the 60m. Kone currentlyowns two nationaltitles he hopesto defendthis season.

I

THE WEEK IN SPORTS
NFL: The Colts' Andrew Luck and the Redskins' Robert Griffin III, the first two picks in
the amateur draft , reversed fortunes from
week 1; Luck won and Griffin III lost, a career
first for both quarterbacks.
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MLB: Noted headcase Yunel Escobar, the
Blue Jays' shortstop, was suspended for 3
games after writing homophobic slurs on his
eye black in a game against the Red Sox

College Football: The University of Southern
California, the nation's number one team entering the season, lost in a huge upset to the
Stanford Cardinal, 21-14.

12 Step Meeting
Thursdays @ 7p.m.
Whitney Room,
Roberts
All Welcome

1

W. Soccer 2-1 on the week
Af ter big win in
home opener,
Mules f all to
NESCAC Rival
By THOMAS ATTAL

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

In a week of ups and
downs , the Colby women 's
soccer team split their two
games to move to 2-1 on the
year. The Mules started by
defeating the University of
New England 5-1 on Thursday before falling to national
powerhouse Middlebury by
3-0 score on Saturday.
Following a 2-1 victory
over Connecticut College to
open the season , Colby traveled back to Maine for their
home opener. Things started
poorly when Kristin Dechene
'16 gave UNE the lead only
seven minutes into the game.

However, Colby was quick
to respond as Annie Papadellis '14 assisted midfielder
Ruthie Hawley '15 for the
equalizer. Shortly t h e r e a f ter , the forward Papadellis
scored her first goal of the
season giving Colby the lead
going into halftime.
After the break , Colby
struggled to reall y assert their
dominance until Emily Anderson '14 put an assist from
Carly Dee '14 into the back of
the net. Now more in control ,
Colby was able to cruise to a
finish punctuated by two more
goats in the last six minutes .
Abby Hatch '15 assisted Maddie Tight '15 in the 84th minute and scored her own goal
to finish the afternoon. Emily
Brook '15 and Jayde Bennett
'13 continued to sp lit time in
net and combined for two saves
and onl y one goal allowed.
However, Colby was unable to remain perfect for the
season two days later against
NESCAC rival Middlebury
College , who are ranked tenth

HANNAH TUTTLE/CQIBY ECHO

Middlebury defender Anna Thurston '13 defends a Colby corner kick.
in the nation. Rachel Madding
'13 opened the Panthers scoring 28 minutes into the game.
Despite Colby 's resistance,
Middlebury put the game out

HANNAH TUTTLE/THE COLBY ECHO

Carly Dee '14, a midfielder from Wellesley. Mass, pushes the ball back into the middle against Middlebury.

of reach in the second half
with goals from Hannah Robinson '16 and Ali Omsberg
'15. By keeping the Colby
attack at bay, Middlebury recorded their third shutout in
. three games.
The loss pushes Colby to
1-1 in the NESCAC, but it
was a very encouraging defeat
in that the team resisted a national contender for the better part of an hour. The Mules
now have to recover from the
defeat quickly and move forth
with their schedule. The team
p layed University of Maine at
Farmington on Tuesday, recording a 5-0 victory. Cystt
Tsujiura '14 notched a hat
trick a week after scoring
her first collegiate goal. Afer
splitting playing time with
Jayde Bennett '13 in previous
games , Emily Brook p layed
the whole game. On and will
travel to Tufts College on Saturday September 22nd to take
on their third NESCAC opponent of the season.

Volleyball continues hot start
By THOMAS ATTALAND
TIM BADMINGTON
SPORTS EDITORS

A solid win over Hamilton College in New Eng land
Small College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) play last
Saturday has left the Colby
College volleyball team with
a perfect 5-0 record to start
the season. This was the
Mules first win against Hamilton since 2005 , making Saturday 's game a performance
to remember.
The win was facilitated by
the great play of Lily Kramlich-Taylor '14 as well as contributions from Natalie Roy

'16 and Kate Bellerose '14.
Kramlich-Taylor was perfect
in terms of kills through the
first set and finished with a
total of 13 to add on to her
three blocks. Roy added 11
kills and 26 digs while Bellerose totaled 12 kills.
Colby 's play was also
greatly aided by the skills
of setter Kate Pleasants '14
and captain Maggie Taylor
'13. Pleasants had 38 assists ,
18 digs , five kills and three
aces. Taylor chi pped in seven
kills , 17 digs , three aces , and
two blocks. The Mules also
received 22 digs from Emily Varni '13 , who last week
at the Colby Invitational tied
for the team high of 15 digs.

DEVASTATOROF THE WEEK

Ellie Linden '14 contributed
14 digs , and Kim Donaldson
'16 added eight kills and two
blocks to her season totals.
On the other side of the net ,
the Continentals were lead by
Brenna Corrigan '14 and her
16 kills to match her 21 digs.
Blaire Frett '16 contributed
13 kills and four blocks , Anna
Brown '15 had 20 digs and
Emma Lonadier '15 ended up
with 25 assists.
After Saturday 's game it is
safe to say that the Mules , who
finished 11-15 last season and
made it to the NESCAC p layoffs before being eliminated
by Bowdoin , are focused and
prepared to chase an improved
record as well as improved

performances. The win was the
Mules ' first conference victory
of the season. Colby hopes to
use the win to gain momentum going into a huge showdown with rival Bowdoin on
Wednesday, September 19 at 7
p.m. The game will not count
towards NESCAC standings
and seeding as it is not an official conference game, but it
will provide an interesting preview for the second matchup
between the two on October 5,
which will be official.
On Friday and Saturday, the
women will take on Simmons
College , Wellsley College and
Smith College as part of the
M.I.T. Invitational tournament
in Beverly and Boston , Mass.

WEIMING HUANG/THE COLBY ECHO

Colby junior Kute Bellerose. a middle blocker and outside hitter, returns a shot in Colby s matchup with Hamilton Tf te Mules won. moving to 5-0 on the war.

Natalie Roy '16
SPORT:
Volleyball

/\

O

POSITION:
Outside Hitter
HOMETOWN:

Q
£- ¦^Hh
team-leading Kills/
Set average

Los Altos , Calif.
WHY: In her first collegiate tournament , Roy
made the all-tournament squad after a terrific performance that included 39 total kills.
She then backed up her solid opener with
1
1 kills and 26 digs against Hamilton College. The team has ridden her excellent performance to a 5-0 start , their best mark to
open a season since 2005.
BY THE NUMBERS
5: Number of Colby players recording goals
in Women's soccer home opener against the
University of New England.
19: Points given up by Colby men's rugby in
their season-opening defeat of the University
of New England. The points are the first
allowed by the Mules in 5 games after a
dominant spring season.
10.24: Number of seconds it took Dom Kone
'13 to run the 100 meter dash as he took
home the national title in the spring. It's the
third fastest time ever run in Division III.
STANDINGS

STATISTICS
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M. Soccer falls to Middlebury Golf falls in
ugly weather
By PETER CRONKITE
S TAFF WR ITE R

This Saturday, the Colby
men's soccer team battled the
Middlebury Panthers in overtime
for the fourth consecutive year.
However, after a total of 17
shots at goal by the two teams,
the Panthers emerged victorious. Despite the continued
strong play of Colby 's back line
that held their opposition scoreless in regulation, the visitors
finally capitalized on a rebound
in extra time. Outshooting Colby 11-6, the Panthers were continually stymied in the face of
another strong performance by
goalkeeper Cody Funkhouser
*15. It was only when a shot
fiew off Colby 's crossbar to a
waiting attacker that Middlbury
was finally able to put one past
the sophomore.
The game was a heartbreaker for the Mules, who won last
year 's overtime contest with
Middlebury by a score of 1-0.
The Panthers sought revenge for
their previous defeat. The visiting men from Vermont unleashed
a powerful attack that has led to
a strong start this season, including only one loss so far, to an undefeated Tufts squad.
Defensive play has been
strong for the Mules this year;
only once this year have they
surrendered more than one goal
in a game. Their fullbacks have
been aided greatly by Funkhouser's rising star between the pipes.
If the old adage that defense wins
championships is true, it bodes
well for the Mules. With an 0-2l record, however, there must be
some improvement before successful results will come. If the
men wish to continue their streak

of three consecutive playoff appearances, in addition to maintaining their grasp on the coveted
Colby-Bowdoin-Bates title, they
must upgrade play on the other
end of the field. In their three
games this far, the Mules have
yet to score a goal.
Against Middlebury, captain
Andrew Meisel *13 once again
spearheaded the attack from
midfield , with three shots. The
team 's total of six shots could
not find the net though, as Colby
went goalless again this season.
Their schedule isn 't getting
any easier. Next Saturday, the
men will travel down to Med-

ford, Mass. to face the difficult
Jumbos on their home field at
Tufts. Colby 's struggling forwards will have to work hard
to finish against a defensive
squad that has allowed only
one tally against them this
year, in a match against thirdplace Wesleyan.
The good news for the Mules
is that the .season, like their
team, is young. Colby has until October to prepare for their
ever-important rivalry games
with Bates and Bowdoin. Current conference leaders Williams, Wesleyan and Trinity do
not show up until later in the

schedule. Meisel and the upperclassmen of the Mules have no
shortage of time and no dearth
of young talent to work with before the season is out.
With a young crop of strikers
that is beginning to get shots off
with more frequency, Tufts and
the upcoming schedule may soon
have something to fear from Colby. 37th year coach Mark Serdjenian *73 has over 250 Colby wins
to his record, along with a history of playoff success. Recent history is on the side of the Mules,
but the youthful team supporting
Funkhouser and Meisel has their
work cut out for them.
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GreyBenjamin
14 receivesa p a s son Colby s' l e f tw i n gForthefourthconsecutiveyear
, tlte Mulestook Middleburyto overtime.
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Field Hockey bounces back
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By HIB SCHENCK
STAFFWRITER

The Colby field hockey
team was busy this weekend:
on Saturday the Mules^Jayed
host to both the second-ranked
Panthers of Middlebury College and the University of
Maine at Farmington Beavers.
On Saturday the Mules were
looking to play spoiler to a
formidable Middlebury team.
A valiant effort by Colby net
minder Michelle Burt '14 and
the Colby defenders, who
blocked numerous shots, was
not enough , however, as the
Panthers were not of a mind
to let the upstart Mules unseat
them. The Colby women were
able to keep the game scoreless for the first 25 minutes,
but Middlebury finall y broke
throug h with a goat from
sophomore midfielder Catherine Fowler '15. It didn't take
long for the Panthers to widen
their lead , as they scored again
two minutes later. Middlebury
added two more goals in the
second half and finished with
a 36-3 advantage in shots to
close out a 4-0 road win over
the Mules.
Panthers standout forward
Lauren Greer ' 13 scored the
second and fourth goals.
Greer, a New Hampshire native , was originally committed to playing ice hockey
for Middlebury but ended up
committing to field hockey.
She attributes the Panthers '
success to a team mindset,
saying, "We love playing together, and that 's based on a
serious commitment to play-
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ing at a high intensity and
to the sport itself. We don 't
settle, and we 're not satisfied
until we've put in more than
our best effort," Greer said in
an interview with NCAA.com.
Sunday, the Mules came out
suffering no ill effects after
their
tough loss the previous
v
May. Colby took a 1-0 lead
on a goal from junior Caitlin
Murray that was assisted by
Kellie Walsh *15 and Lucy

Gerrity *13. But the Beavers
would not roll over, coming
back to tie the game at 12:40
in the first half. The score remained tied through the rest
of the first half and the first
nine minutes of the second,
until Colb y first-year Megan
Fortier scored her second collegiate goat for the game winner, coming on an assist from
Natalie Fischer *I4. All three
Mule goals came on penalty

-^—

corners. Colby had a 28-2 shot
advantage to win their first
game of the season to move
to 1-2.
The Mules will play two
games on the road this week:
the first is Wednesday against
the Nor 'easters of University
of New England , and the second is against the Tufts University Jumbos on Saturday.
Tufts topped Colby 2-1 in
their only 2011 matchup.

Golf ers f inish
sixth out of
eight teams in
weekend tourney
By ADELE PRIESTLY
STAFF WRITER

The Colby golf team had
a tough second match of the
season on Saturday at the Husson Invitational. Tripp Huber
' 13 and Taggie Martin ' 13 had
the lowest two individual results for the Mules, coming in
6th and 13th. Overall , Colby
placed sixth out of eight participating teams.
Eight
teams
traveled to Penobscot
Country Club for the
Husson
Invitational. Not only
did the course
feature
tough
putting greens ,
but play was also
suspended for a
period of time
for a rain delay.
Despite the wet
conditions, Huber 's score of
78 put him only
six strokes ovftpar. He was well
within reach of
the leaders , none
of whom scored
under par: Huber finished five
strokes
behind
Husson
winner
William
Hutchins. Martin
was
nine
strokes over par
with an 81 , and
Craig Marshall
'15 shot an 85.
Steve
Carroll
'14 was the next
Colby finisher with a 93 and
Pete Gabranski *13 scored 96.
Golf , a game sensitive to the
smallest of physical inputs, is
particularly susceptible to the

elements. Grip is the first factor
affected, and "continuous rain
can eliminate the effectiveness
of the grip design. With golf
grips it is not the grip itself
that is the problem in the rain,
it is the wet hands of the golfer," according to golfsmith.
com. Rain can have an adverse
effect on foot traction , reducing the control a golfer has on
his swing path and introducing
potential harmful variance in
a motion that has been carefull y committed to muscle
memory. Additionally, rain
creates a softening effect on
the playing surface. This slows
down putts , which forces the
golfer to dramatically change
the power, angle and slope of
putts. Further,
drive lengths are
reduced, which
forces different
decisions
regarding club selection.
At the end
of the 18 holes,
Husson
took
first place overall; they were 19
strokes over par
and had a total
score of 307.
University
of
Southern Maine
scored 313, University of Maine
Farmington had
a 322, and Bowdoin
College
ame in fourth
place with 333.
Two strokes behind them was
the University
of Maine at Presque Isle, Bates
College and the
Maine Maritime
Academy placed
seventh
and
eigth ,
respectively,
behind
the Mules.
The gol f team plays again
next weekend at the Maine
State Tournament in Cumber- '
land , Maine.

Not only did
the course
feature tough
putting
greens, but
play was also
suspended
for a period
of time for
a rain delay.
Despite the
conditions,
Huber's score
of 78 put
him only
six strokes
over par
for the
tournament.

Colby
On Decfr

7HIS WEEK'S FEATURED GAMES
CROSS COUNTRY
AT WILLIAMS INVITATIONAL
SATURDAY AT 11A.M.

FOOTBALL

AT WILLIAMS
SATURDAY AT 1:00 P.M.
MEN'S SOCCER
VS MAMINE-FARMINGTON
SUNDAY AT 2 P.M.
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Megan Fortier '16 handlesthe ball as Middleburys Madeleine Despins 'ISdefends.Colby came up short, 4-0.

